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fREFACE 

nTheories of sovereignty", wrote w. Jethrow Brown 

in 1906, •have been more often apologies for a cause than the 

expression of a disinterosted love for truth.• This m~y not 

be true for the traditional theory of soverd gnty, but the 

communist concept has surely been controversial theme among 

the scholars. The confusing and misleading propaganda on the 

part of the protagonists of both conrnunist and capitalist 

ideologies, has made our task ~~re difficult. This intellectual 

antagonism with regard to intern9tional legal norms, arouses 

our anxiety more to explore the realities of the communist con

cept of soverEignty. 

The concept belongs to a new wozld challenging the 

existing social and political order of things and aspiring for 

the achievement of its own ideals •. Therefore, it would be un-

fair to treat the sUbject through traditional formalistic approach. 

\-•ithout interfering with the celebrated principles of communism, 

an attempthas been made to understand the real incentives behind 

the stridency of national sovereignty among communist nations. 

Such an approach was necessary to scratch ben(ath the surface of 
~ 

the frequently encountered generalisation that the communist 

concept of sovereignty functions as a political and ideological 

tool in international relations. 

The present essay is a preliminary attempt to articu

late and analy~e the complicated and multifarious problems of 

sovereignty. The study seeks to find out the essence of 
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soverei9nty and strives to understand the rationale behind it. 

Needless to $ay. the conclusions and comments in thia study are 

tentative, hence it ean scarcely aspire to claim the final 

answers of the complicated questions. In fact. instead of 

solving the riddle of sovereignty. the study raises questions 

to be answered by an exten~ive research. l would like to follow 

up in my further s tudiea.;. 

This dissertation has been prepared in part fulfil

ment of M.Phil .•• course and as such it is expected to be brief. 

TJe essay starts with a short enunciation of traditional theory 

of sovereignty. The analysis of social and political chQnge in 

communist perspective has been taken up in Chapter II. Gefiasis 

of soverdgnty is learnt through the fundamentals of communist 

theory. The focus in Chapt~r Ill is on the salient features of 

the conrnunist concept and thelir underlying i~lications. The 

concept being 3D ideology oriFnted notion. requires the study 

of its ideological foundations in Chapter IV. Principal focue 

is on the impact of various communiet ideals upon the concept 

of soveregnty. The mOdern trends in the world socialist system 

have vitall7 impacted the doctrine. ln ef~ct. the so-called 

notion of 'limited sovereignty' assumes discussion in the 5th 

Chapter. 

I have included some m~terial marked (*) in bibliogra

phy which could not be consulted due to its non-availability, 
such 

thougly'books ond pex-iodicals and periodicals have been learnt 

through secondary sources. 
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•Your juri•prudence is but the will of 

your class made into a law for all." 

- Marx and Engels, 

The Coamunist. Manifesto (1818) 



CHAPTER I 

TRADITIONAL THEORY OF SOVEREIGNTY 



TRADITIONAL l'HEORY OF SOVEREIGNI'Y 

The concept of sovereignty has been a riddle before 

political scientietsr for its reality and its facade have 

been displaying incongruous features. Moreover, its various 

interpretations have made it all the more complex and mis

leading. The reason was that all the explanations were 

intended to justify either the hyp·>thesis of the scholars or 

the political manipulation of statesmen. Sometimes sovereignty 

was considered aa an exclusive preserve of the church directly 

bestowed by God. Later on rebellious secularism justified it 

as a legitimate right of state. At first, regarded as a 

Psupreme power over citizens and sUbjects unrestrained by 

law it was later iaid to manifest itself in the 'General will' 

of the people and made wholly responsible to them. Despite 

all this development it waa limited by democrats, dividt!!d. by 

pluralists and even discarded by anarchister yet remained the 

same as it was in the beginning. 

I 

We indisputably concede that the state assumes sup

reme power over the individuals or groupe of individuals 

within it. This sUpreme ie known as sovereign power and ita 

hol~er whether one person or a group of persons is regarded 

as sovereign. Certainly, the origin of sovereign power datea 

back to when a person or a group of persons led the rest of 

society to achieve an envisaged goal, and found the other 
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members of the ccmmunity incapable enough to challenge his cr 

their supremacy. The sovereign was the outcome of a nJtural 

social and historical process. Neither did the people sea~ch 

for it nor did the sovereign deliberately designed to be 

sovereign. It would be unrealistic to depict the process tn 

contractual normss for it was •a natural ascedancy• (1) of 

sovereign. 

State sovereignty is basically a manifestation of 

power(2) rather than an ethical phenomenon. That power wae 

not necessarily physical force. It might be the personal 

influence of the sovereign or on the other hand the impotency 

of the rest of members within the community in the face of 

contemporary problems, which necessitated them to surrender 

before him. The sovereign was in a position to emancipate 

them from the regime of anarchy and fear(3} and to lead them 

to a beneficial state. Expeditious enterprises performed by 

1. "What makes leaders, now as always, is natural ascendancy
authority as suc\1. we see them arising under our eyes when
ever there is a rescue to organise or a fire to put out."
Bertrand De Jouvenel, Sovere 1gru;y, trans. J. F. Hun·tington 
(Cambridge tmiversity Preas, 1957), p. 32. 

2. "Men do not wield or submit to sovereignty. They weild or 
sUbmit to authority or power." - F.H. Hinsley, Sqvereignty, 
(London. 1966), p. 1. 

3. Hindu mythology also supports the view. Manu declareea 
"When the world was without a king 
And dispersed in fear 1n all directions, 
The LOrd created a king 
For the protection of all.• 

Tbc HiFtor:y And CuJ:ture of the I.ndi,n PEOple, Vol. II, 
General Editor, Dr. R.c. Majumdar,Bharatiya Vidya Ehawan, 
1960) # p • 305 • 
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the sov~reign aroused a new regard among the people for those 

who were its centre and symbol. The acknowledgement of these 

extra-ordinary abilities led the people to concede the loyalty 

to sovereign; which later on became 'h~bitual obedience• on 

their part. 

II 

The first phase in the history of the concept of 

sovereignty was its emergence from the complex conditions of 

the ancient age. Later on, it became caught in religious usa

ges particularly in the western ~orld. The church became the 

sole source of sovereignty. The state as a political institu

tion was secondary; for it derived its power from the church. 

Thus it was within the church that the essential ingredient 

of sovereignty, i.e., supremacy aver the given community, 

first began to ap:->ear. (4) This position of the church was 

also supported by the contemporary thinkers such as st.Augusttne 

and others. The position posed many problems before state . 

which was to perform important functions of the society. 

Dependence upon t~e church made the state functions fruitless 

and ineffective. Therefore some secular thinkers urged the 

independence of state from church and exposed its illegitimate 

hold on supreme power. The situation led to a struggle between 

state ana church. The voice of Marsiglio of Padua and John cf 

4. P.W. Ward, Sovere!gpty, (London, 1928), p. 5. 
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Paris accompanied with the rebellious princes of Germany, 

l:renee and England, succeeded to the power of the church :Jnd 

rendered the state power supreme within the community includ

ing the church. 

The assu~~tion of state power by the state marks the 

beginning of the modern notion of seyereignty. Subsiding 

church power facilitated the development of centralization of 

power on the state. Machiavelli in Italy crystallised the 

modern concept of state sovereignty, separating the religion 

from politics. Bodin and Hobbes theorised it and put it in 

day-light. Their writings contain the classifal formulation 

of the modern doctrine of sovereignty. Sovereignty wae dea

cribed as supreme authority, personal, indivisible ard 

absolute. All powers were centered 1n the monarch, hence it 

became his personal attribute. xn HObbesian conception, "the 

sovereion was representative but not responsible.•(s) Though 

such conclusion wae not a dogmatic assertion, yet it was not 

suitable to the democratic system. JOhn Locke and Jean 

Jacques Roussean fulfilled the lang felt desire by limiting 

it and making the peOple the real source of sovereignty. 

The reinterpretation of sovereignty high-lighted 

the words "people", "general wi.:.l" as the sovereign. The 

French Revolution in 1789 adopted these theses and sovereignty 

5. Ibid. I P• 30. 
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was placed in the hands of common man. Save the typical 

questions of political systems. the state sovereignty, in 

spite of all the democratic interpretations, remained an 

arbitrary power1 for it was mere idealization of brute 

conditions. Undoubtedly, messes sunk ••m poverty and 

superstition permitted kings and governments to exercise 

arbitrary sway" and the term sovereignty was still to be 

attributed to "personal command."(6) States with individual 

sovereigns entered into or broke treaties 1n a way which 

particular citizens would not contemplate. So in international 

aspect also, sovereign remained beyond any control. 

III 

The doctrine retained from its history itr. two essen

tial characteristics - internal sUpremacy and external inde

pendence. In classical perspective "a sovereign state was 

one which exercised undivided authority over all persons and 

property within its borders Dnd was independent of direct 

control of any other power." (7) Save rei gnty was the supreme 

power by which any state was governed. In its sphere of 

operation there wu no power within the state which might 

compete with it. This state power was an original power in 

the sense that it did not flow from any other which had 

6. R. M. Maciver, The MOdern state, (London, 19 28) p. 8 
7. Charles G. Fenwick, lqternat1gnal &aw (Bombay, 1967) 

p .. 125. 
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established it. Being original in its essence, it also did 

not acknowledge any superior to it within or without the 

state. A total petspcetive represented the dual nature of 

sovereignty. Traditionally, there was complete absence of 

subordination to a foreign authority in international sphere 

and in domestic affairs it assumed predominance over any 

power vested in groups or individuals within the state. 

IV 

But this clas!'ica1 .. formulation of the notion was 

concertedly attacked both from inside and outside. Pluralist 

thinkers opposed the omnipotent and irresponsible nature of 

the state, pointing out that it was not the only represen

tative of all the spheres of life. The organised corporate 

power of various human organizations greatly exceeded that of 

state. Then, why should the state meddle with the autonomy 

of th£se associations serving the vital interests of the 

people? It followed therefore that an adequate structure of 

state authority should be of a federal character. Some 

socialists like G.D.H. Cole also j•etified this proposition. 

Harold J. Laski went even to say, ••.. • • it would be of lasting 

benefit to political science if the whole concept of sovereignty 

were surrendered." (8) But instead of surrender of sovereignty 

by state, these scholars had to give up their pragmatic thesis, 

8. H.J. Laski, The Grammar of Politics, (London, 1941) 
P• 44-45. 
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when otate asau~ing its welfare character started with the 

oi=charge of multifarious functions involving every dspect 

of human life. Th~ modern planned society justified the 

supremacy of state rendering futile any sort of division or 

lim1tatic.n of soveregnty. 

s~condly, in the international sphere the doctrine 

also developed because it expressed symbolically the national 

developments and state sovereignty became the core of national

ism. Thin sense of nationalism gave the "concept an enviable 

sharpness of definition."(9) The innovation did not only urge 

its re-enunciation on the ~art of political philosophers but 

substantially affected adversely the whole international 

political system. The same roseuer of the people from the 

scourge of anarchy within the state became the creator of 

anarchy on the international plane. That is why,· the enun

ciations of sovereignty made by Bodin, Hobbes, LOcke, Rousseau 

and Hegel are not only outmoded today, but are now db~ioue 

imp~diment to international peace. They omit, underastimate 

or misrepresent •just that aspect of the state in which the 

international lawyer is most interested.•(lo) The present 

multi-state system needs vigorous change in the concept of 

soveregnty. lt must reflect the character of present inter

national relations and international obligations• 

9. H.J. Laski, £gqndatians o' SovereigntY• (London, 1931)p.l3. 

10. J.L. Brierly, Th~ Basis of Obligation, in !gternationa1 Lay, 
(Oxford, 1958), p. 30. 
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The emergence of international law ~posed legal 

obligations uPOn the arbitrary sovereign rights of national 

states. In other words state spvereignty remains only •in 

the fields of national or domestic jurisdiction that lie 

outside the newer areas controlled by international law.•(ll) 

This was a negative measure to limit the national sovereiyn 

power. There were many speculations to limit the illimi

tability of sovereignty suggesting some positive plans to 

establish World Government. But all such proposals remained 

unrealised. However, the positive principles of international 

law and the prevailing insecurity hysteria in the atomic age 

have surely made the national sovereign limited and more 

responsible. 

There are other factors which prove the futility of 

national sovereignty. The polities of power in international 

relations creates a hierarchy among nations according to 

their actual power.(l1a) Secondly, interdependence of nationa 

certainly negatea the sovereignty of the small and weak. 

Nbw the idea of national sovereignty is incapable of fulfilling 

the goala for which it stands. The concept has in fact been 

rejected or ignored in action taken with a view to their 

attainment. It is only an expression of national pride without 

11. Charles a. Fenwick, n.7, p. •e. 
lla.George Schwarzenberger, Pgwer Politic§. edn.3, 

(London, 1964), p.108. 
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maintaining it in reality. The ideological conflicts accom

panied with power, collective security and dependence of 

under-developed countries upon prosperous and powerful nations 

have rendered the concept meaningless. Therefore, it deserves 

to be "rejected by a deliberative act of policy as a snare 

and a delusion"; for "the world has outgrown sovereignty.•(t2) 

Still, no nation is paying any heed to this sincere advice. 

Perhaps this connivance on the part of nations is due to 

the absence of any seeming sUbstitute for sovereignty, which 

would safeguard their national interest. 

12. 4.1lfred Jenks, A Hew Wprld of Law? (Longmans, 1969) p.133. 
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GENESIS OF SOVEREIGNl'Y 
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The classical concept of sovereignty does not reveal 

its underlying implications. It concerns with the form of· 

sovereign power not with its essence. That is why7 it haa 

not undergone any substantial change even after the oistorical 

developments which have immensely influenced the national aa 

well as international political system. Purely legal inter

pretations uncorroborated by social realitie~ fail to face a 

pragmatic approach. This drawback was conceded by R.M. 

Maciver in 1928 when he saida •eur definition, however, reveals 

only the form and not the substance of this sovereignty."(!) 

To lay exclusive stress on the legal aspect which deals with 

the form of sovereignty creates confusion and the whole enun

ciation becomes misleading. It is amazing that even in the 

age of democratic sophistications, we do not know who is the 

actual sovereign?(2) How can this supreme power be legitima

tely exercised? No doubt v~rious philosophical speculations 

have tried to placate the common man without scrutinising the 

concrete realities surrounding him. Without testing the actual 

circumstances essential for the realisation of our theories of 

sovereignty, it would be folly to base our definition only upQn 

the beatification of order. Ignoring the purposes for which 

the order is maintained, our study would become insipid and 

1. R.M. Maciver, The Modern State, (London, 1928) p. 13. 
2. •• ••••••• the real rulers of a society are undiscoverable." 

- (John Chipman Gray), Quoted by Paul w. Ward, 
Sovereignitx (LOndon, 1928), p. 106. 
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fruitless. Real n~ture of sovereignty can only be grasped 

by striking deeper roots of social and political implica

tions.(3) Therefore, it is necessary to inquire into the 

historical motivations behind the innovations which shaped 

and are resbapping the nature of modern state and sovereignty. 

ClASS STRUGGlE AND SOVERE. IGNI'Y 

I 

Communist theory begins with the assumption that 

social life is full of contradictions, that society instead of 

being a harmonious organism, consists of two conflicting 

classes. Since the economic factors play a decesive role in 

building social structure, they become apple of dicord in 

society. The continuous class struggle between the haves and 

have-nots is the striking characteristic of society. All the 

social and political institutions have a wide impact on 

contemporary class-struggle. In this conflict the victorious 

class utilises all the existing social and political institu~ns 
,J 

and establishes new ones in order to perpetuate its rule. The 

forms of law, constitutions established by the victorious 

class, and even the political, lega~philosophical andre

ligious conceptions prevailing in society, reflect the class 

character. State and sovereignty are not only affected by 

this class-struggle, but are involved in it. So, it becomes t. 

3. .:H.J; ,r.a&lk..i,, Foundations of sovereigntx, (LOndon, 1931) 
P• 29. 
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to a great extent, "preponderate in determining their 

form."(•) unless we grasp the nature of class-struggle, 

the real content of these concepts will not be clear. 

This class-struggle is an historical phenomenon. 

"The history of all hitherto existing society•, Marx and 

Engels, said, "is the history of class-struggles."(5) This 

is the main cause behind major historical changes. The history 

of the past is viewed not 1n terms of political entities, but 

in those of class interests. The "doctrine of sovereignty aroae 

in a period of political confuaion as a suggested solution of 

the contemporary problem of overlapping and conflicting in

terests.•(6) The one dominant class or group in order to 

sup~preas the other assumed sovereign prerogatives. Though the 

process was b sed on force, yet it vas motivated by the 

interests of the ruling class. Thus the origin of sovereignty 

was the result of class-struggle and still it representa the 

same tendency. 

Since sovereignty is the essential characteristic of 

the state, the emergence of state and sovereignty is corelated. 

To seek the origin of these concepts, the celebrated theory of 

class-struggle according to Marxists helps us to proceed on 

4. 

s. 

6. · P.W.WArd, n. 2, P• 44. 
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sound reasoning. This class antagonism was created by the 

changing means of economic production and the exclusive owner

ship. upon them epjoyed by one class of society comprising 

insignificant minority. According to MarXian theory causes of 

change in the history are to be sought neither in the philosophy 

nor in the measurement of events but in the economics of the 

epoch concerned. So it is only the doctrine of dialectical 

materialism and class struggle that can give the proper 

perspective and right rationale behind the historical develop

ment and origin of social and political. institutions. 
!l 

The resulting division of society into two antagonis-

tic classes, i.e., bourgeoisie and proletariat, could not be 

reconciledl for economic development ·broadened the gap between 

them. This crisis paved the way for the necessity of a controll

ing power. Frederick Engels wrote, "At a definite stage of 

econcKnic development which necessarily involved the cleavage 

of society into classes, the state became a necessity because 

of this cleavage."(?) V.I. Lenin also observes this vitally 

important historical process and regards the state as •the 

product and the manifestation of the irreconciliability of 

class antagonisms. The state arises when, where and to the 
(8) 

extent that class antagonisms objectively cannot be reconciled." 

7. F. Engels, The Origin of the FamilY Private Property and 
the State, (London, 1941), p. 198 

8. V.I. Lenin, Selected Works, Vol. 2 (Moscow 1960), p. 306. 
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The argument serv<:!s to ehov that state is not the outcome 

of natural development. It is neither a natural institution 

ae conceived by Aristotle, nor it born naturally. While 

analysing the origin of the state ·in different parts of the 

world, Engels draws an unprecedented conclusion, that •this 

or9anisation seems natural t but, as we have seen, hard and 

protracted struggles were necessary before it was able in 

Athens and Rome'to displace t~e old organisation founded on 

kinship.•(g) Consequently, the theories of state interpret-

ing its origin as prior to man, prOduct of natural and peace

ful development are hypothetical and misleading. The etudy 

of its origin also displays that state alienat~e itself from 

society, for its main task is to reconcile the conflicting 

groups with~the society. The functions of state are essentiall) 

negative and most of its time is consumed in maintaining 

political order. 

III 

It is d·ifficult for the state to remain neutral 

while settling the conflicting strivings of the antagonistic 

classes. Since the economically dominant class is capable 

enough to influence and even to take state into its hold, 

the state power necessarily has to serve the interests of 

this dominant class. Thus the most unfortunate era in the 

9. F. Engels, n. 7., p. 194. 
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human history is inaugurated when this unnatural organisation 

(state) alienating itself from its social base falls into 

the hands of a clique oppressing the vast majority in 

society. It would be a folly to be swayed by the political 

jargon of 'welfare state•, since it has basically nothing to 

do with the social relations which are the real source of 

riohts of a common man. He is left on the mercy of a 

traditional social structure dominated by few. 

The communist theory regards the state as an orgaa 

of class rule, an organ for the oppression of one class by 

anothert it creates Morder" which legalisea and perpetuate• 

·this oppression by moderating the antagonism between claasee. 

Present pOlitics reflects the vital economic interests of 

the ruling class, which are guarded by the entire political 

system. In other words, politics is a kind of activity aimed 

at defending class interests; it includes methods and means 

by which this is ac11icved. The whole state machinery func

tions as a tool in the hands of ruling class. State legiala-

tian and its iq>lementation, minutely observed. reflects 

clearly its class character. Law is a class regulator of 

social relationships and the "social rights Which are 

translated into legal rights are almost always the righta of 

limited gro~s of men.•(lo) This position also leads to the 

10. H.J. Laski, n. 3, p. 229. 
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fact that state P~Jereignty is monopolised by the ruling 

class. Sovereignty is generally claimed to be in the hands 

of the people. lt is a false assumption which betrays the 

majority in a traditional society. H.J. Laski observed, 

"What the orthodox theory of sovereignty has done is to 

"coerce them (subjects) into an unity and thereby to place 

itself at the disposal of the social group which at any given 

historic movement happens to dominate the life of the 

state.•(ll) The analysis of the historical developments at~ 

accordingly changing patterns of sovereign power also justifies 

this vital proposition. 

IV 

Accordifl9 to communist theory. histOX)" knows three 

main types of exploiter state• slave-owning, feUdal and 

bourgeois. 

The first division of harmonious primitive society 

into classes was into slave owners and slaves. The dominance 

of slave owners was based on the private ownership of the 

means of production and on exploitation of slave labour. Tt. 

slaves had no political or legal rights. They were secluded 

from the political affairs. The state and law cpenly defended 

slave owners. The ancient society of Greece and Rome cogently 
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justifies the proposition. The slave owners were legally 

entitled to keep the slaves as their personal property. The 

killing of a slaves went unpunished. The state authority 

was mainly designed to protect private property and the 

interests of slave owners. On the other hand slaves even 

coq>rising the majority in the society were deprived of any 

sort of rights ~nd were forbiaden from political life. 

Obviously, it reveals that the state was essentially a 

"dictatorship of the slave-owners.•(l2) Hence, state 

sovereignty was openly in the hands of few, directly or 

indirectly, serving the interests of the slave-owners. 

The slave-owing state was superseded by feudal state. 

The economic development and increasing population necesai

tated this change in •tate muchinery. The feudal state came 

intc being with a bigger and more intricate machinery of 

state power, a great number of prisons, a stronger army 

and police •. The state explicitly supported the land-owners 

in holding the peasants in bondage, and puniebed these wno re

fused to work for them. The peasant serfs were absolutely 

excluded from all political rights. (13) Thus state power 

remained the exclusive preserve of the feudal landlord who 

waa regarded as the only ruler. The state machinery was 

12. V.I. Lenin, Sel§Sted Works, Vol. 3, P• 285. 

13. Ibid. ' p. 287. 
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necessarily neployed to safeguard the interests of few 

1 and lords. 

The third type of state, which was altogether new 

ahd much more progressive, came into being with the emervence 

of 1 the dictatorship of bourgeoistie.'(14) The bourgeois 

state was associated with the develo ·nent of capitalism. 

Consequently the state power was necessarily to facilitate free 

competition and equality of all before the law. The .struggle 

for state power against feudal clespotism and arbitrarinees 1 

waa basically motivated by the economic factors, for the 

presence of feudals 1n power was an impediment in the free 

development of capital. The ideals freedom, equality and 

popular government, based on the people's sovereignty- we;:re 

ignored in their essence after the assumption of state power 

by bourgeoisie. 

The capitalist c'ass bent upon to realise·its che

rished goal, i.e., uninterrupted accumulation of private 

property. Whatever was necessary to facilitate its achieve

ment, was deployed in the process. The capitalist age repree 

sented the sharpest class-struggle in the whole history. The 

insignificant minority, economically dominant, monopolised 

the state power and oppreased the vast majority. AccordiDQ 

to G.o.H. Cole, social power is today economic 1n character 

14. v.x. Lenin* Selected Work!, Vol. 2, p. 329. 
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and the present ~ystem of state sovereignty gives the capi

talist an unfair advantage.(lS) "The sovereignty of a 

capitalist state•, a socialist jurist N.A. Ushakov writes, 

•is an expression of the rule of the bourgeoisie which 

protects private capitalist property and the system of 

exploitation of working class with the aid of the state.•(t6) 

The bourgeois-states, whatever their form, remain the same 

in their essencea the absolute domination of bourgeoisie 

over the proletariat. 

The above analysis of the history of state and 

sovereignty, jusitifes the preposition that the state expreases 

its class essence while its form expresses the organization. 

Leni~ regards every state as a "special repressive force• 

for the oppressed clasa.(17) Consequently, no state is a 

"free• or a •people's state", such ~n allegatio9 upon •sacred 

state• is quite familiur in the communist theory. Thia 

strikes at the roots of the orthodox concepts of state and 

sovereignty. But the reservations with regard to the theory 

of class struggle has made the communist concept of aoveretgnty, 

unconvincing. Ignorance of class approach would surely lead 

us to different conclusions. The iupartiality of the state 

has been a general thesis of traditional political thought. 

15. G.o.H.Cole, "SElf-GoVernment in Industry•, (London, 1919), 
p. 123, Quoted by Paul w. Ward, n. 2, p. 117. 

16. N.A. Ushakov, "l..I?~!:'!l-~nal Law and Sovereignty" £ontempo
rary International Law, ed. by G.I.Tunltin (Moscow,l969) 
p.98. 

17. V.I. Lenin, 5electe4 Worka,.Vol. 2., P• 315. 
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But what is new in communist concept of sovereignty ia 

that, instead of depicting the form.it analyses the content 

of political ~nd social system. State sovereignty associated 

with the class-struggle represents the interests of the 

dominating clasa. An approach devoid of class-concept may 

misconcaLve the theory or misunderstand its real content. 

STATE AND SOVEREIGNI'Y 

I 

Sovereignty is an inherent political-legal feature 

of any state. The real sovereignty of the people can not be 

realised 1n a bourgeois state. Since the capitalist class 

dominates the proletariat comprising the majority of the 

society, the proposition that the supreme authority •1s rooted 

in the peq;>le• is false in its very formation. (18) This 

exposition of reality revolutionise& the masses to fight for 

their real sovereign rights. A revolutionary change in the 

socio-political structure of sovereignty is highly needed. 

Here it must be borne in mind that such a conclusion i~ not 

drawn merely from an intellectual argumentation, but the 

logic of events and historical process is such that makee 

this change inevitable. The sharpening claee struggle 

18. A.Y. Vyshinsky, The Law of tht Sqviet State (New York,1948), 
P• 164. 
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leavea no option to the proletariat class but to overthrow the 

bourgeois system and thereby put an end to all oppression, 

all exploitation. This social revolution also includes the 

abolition of bourgeois state; because it has incessantly been 

used against them. 

What leads to the origin of the state also leads to 

the abolition of the same. In modern age the development of 

means of production along with waking ~roletariat class 

reaches a stage which inevitably leads the bourgeois system 

to its catastrophic course. At this sta~e history does not 

want to prolong the situation. The historical desires are 

fulfilled by a violent revolution made by working class and 

therefrom the slave from times immemorial becomes the ma6ter 

of his own destiny, for the first time in human history. Kurl 

Marx once proclaimed the inevitable fUture of history, "One 

day the working class must hold political power in its hands 

in order to establish a new organisation of labour, it must 

overthrow the old political system which maintains the old 

institutions in being •••• •(19) Ultimately, the bourgeoia 

state is abolished for ever. 

11 

The bourgeois state is sUbstituted by the new socia

list state. The question arises that if the state is a means 

K. Marks~· Engels, n. 4, 
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of oppreaeion, then why do the communist need political 

power? Lenin answers• 

"The exploiting clasaes need political rule in 

order to maintain exploitation, i.e., in the selfiah in

terests of an insignificant minority and against the interests 

of the vast majority of the people. The exploited classes 

need political rUle in order to completely abolish all 

exploitation, i.e., in the interests of the vast majority of 

the people, and against the interasts of the insignificant 

minority consisting of the modern slave-owners - the landlords 

and the capitalists:(20) 

By mere overthrowing the bourgeois state, the taa'k 

is not CCXIl>leted. It is a lengthy process to reach fran 

capitalism to communism. DUring the tranaition period the 

state functions are more acute. Joseph Stalin in 1933 said, 

-The abolition of clasaea is not achieved by sUbsiding the 

class-struggle, but by its 1ntens1fication.•(21) This 

transition period is characterised by V. I • .Lenin as "a period 

of an unprecedentedly violent class-st~gle in unprecedently 

acute form ••• ~(22) All this means that sovereignty of the 

socialist state would be in its full swing, because the 

circumstances prevailing in the transition period require 

more violent action on the part of state machinery to suppress 

20. V.I. Lenin, Selected WOrks, Vol. 2, p. 321. 
21. Problems of Leninism, (MOscow, 1940), p. 437. 
22. v.x. Lenin, Sele£$cd works. Vol. 2, p. 329. 
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and abolish the bourgeois tendencies in the society. 

1ne socialist state is regarded as the most democ

ratic state in the world. In such a state, the sovereignty 

resides in the will of the proletariat. In practice, 

sovereignty lias in the COIIIRunist party. According- to Lenin, 

•When we say •the state•, we mean the proletariat that is, 

ita vanguard, and that are we (the Communist Party): (23) 

Once the party is to pursue a pre-planned programme settled 

by working class and for the working class, this class is 

ultimate sovereign. The working people are at the helm of 

state in socialist society. The most remarkable feature of 

the socialist state is that it is a •state••, 1. e. •the 

proletariat organised as the ruling class~•(24) Seizing the 

state power proletariat transforms the means of production 

into state property and thereby •puts an and to itself as 

proletariat, it puts an end to all class differences and 

claaa-antagonismr it puts an end also to the state ae 

stata.•(2S) It means that socialist state has quite different 

characteristics than that of a bourgeois state. Its functions 

and ends are almost contr~ry to that of a capitalist state. 

23. 

2 •• 

25. 

V.I. Lenin, ~lete Collected Wprks, 5th ed. vol. XLV, 
(MOscow, 1964 , p. as. 
V.I. Lenin. Selected Workg, Vol. 2, p. 320. 
F. Engels, ~ti-puhring, (Moscow. 1947). p. 416. 
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The communist theory speaks of "putting an end" to bourgeois 

state by a viol•nt proletarian revolution. on the other hand 

•tbe abolition of the proletarian state, i.e., of the state 

in general. is impossible except through the process of 

•withering away.•(26) Lenin clarifies the positions "Accord

ing to Engels the bourgeois state does not •wither away• but 

is •put to an end to• by the proletariat in the course of 

revolution. What withers away after the revolution is the 

prolitariat state or semi-state.•(27) Really, the socialist 

state is not a state in the traditional sense. Pirstly, it 

is explicitly asserted that this is a class state not contr4ry 

to historical proce•. «..'his is also eq:,loyed to suppress tlw 

remanents of capitalist class. secondly, it cils,o exercises 

the intensified power over the anti-socialist elements. Aa 

the class-antagonism disappears, the state becomes super

fluous. In this sense it is a temporary institution. 

Ill 

Here, the dilemma of •withering away• of the state 

remains to be clarified. Sovereignty being the inseparable 

aspect of the state can not exist in its absence. Presence 

of claaa antagonism is the cause of continuance of the state. 

In the absence of class-struggle •there will be no more 

26. Lenin, ~~lect!d wor~, Vol. 2, p. 319. 
27. Ibid., p. 315. 
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political power-properly eo called- since political power is 

an exact summury of the antagonisma 1n civil society.•(28) 

In a communist society. the government of persons is replaced 

by the administration of things and the direction of the 

processes of production. "the state is not 'abolished.,, it 

withers away.•(29) The reason is that any dramatic change 

in the social structure is not possible. This is the main 

reason of the continuance of state and a valid aroument 

against the proposition that it should wither away immediately. 

secondly. the fathers of com~unism were thinking of world 

revolution and ruled out any possibility of external danger 

to the security of state. But communism in one country dia

proved this assumption. Therefore1 the modern national 

communism does not only confront with the class antagonis• 

within the ~tate, but bitterly need strong political power to 

repulse any capitalist-imperialist aggression. Capitalist 

encirclement provides enough instigation and confidence to the 

capitalist r~manents within the state. These anti-socialist 

forces may launch a counter revolution to restore the old 

system. The possibility of more acute class-struggle justi

fies the intensification of state power to maintain the gains 

of socialism. This two-fold danger tends the modern communist 

28. Karl Marx, ~he PovertY of Philossmhz, (New York, n.d.) 
p. 141. 

29. F. Engels, n. 25. p. 411. 
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state not only to retain the political power but necessitates 

to strengthen it~ Joseph Stalin argued for the intensification 

of state powera 

-The state will die out, not as a result of a re

laxation of the state power, but as a result of its utmost 

consolidation, which is necessary for the purpose of finally 

crushing the remanents of the dying classes, and of organis

ing defence against the eapi.talist · encirclEment, which far from 

having been done away with as yet, will not soon be d.one away 

with ... (30) 

These two sound reasons also lead to the conclusion 

that the realisation of withering away of state is possible 

only after the achievement of these two objectives. So the 

mobilization and concentration of state power is essentially 

required to make the etate wither. The whole process require• 

an acute polities to end politics. This is the real rationale 

behind the stridency of classical concept of sovereignty among 

communist nations. 

The communict concept of state and sovereignty, 

though cogent and persuasive, is unconvincin; to some extent. 

The claim that the sovereignty ie directly vested in the people, 
. 

aeema inconceivable. Since the communist party expressea the 

30. problems of L!ginism, n. 21, p. 437. 
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will of the proletariat and implements the socialist 

programme, the s'ta.te sovereignty is necessarily shifted to 

the party. In the name of the capitalist tendencies, the 

ruling elites can au~ press the popular movement. The highly 

planned society and revolutionary euphoria surely lessens 

the possibility of free expression of the will of the people. 

In spite of these reasonable doubts, the statesmen 1n a 

socialist state having no personal or anti-proletariat 

interest, preserve the interests of the working claaa. 

Secondly, the absolute state control is justified' for in the 

name of popular movement the capitalist upheveal may destcoy 

the socialist system reviving the old system. So far thia 

internal danger and prObable external capitalist encroach

ment continue, the existence of state remains an extreme 

urgency. This thesis seems to be quite agreeabl-. ~t the 

possibility of the complete shrinkage of these dangers seems 

to be too remote to realise the envisaged goal in foreseeable 

future. Hence, the •period of an unprec:edentedly violent 

clasa struggle" is undesirably extended. During this seemingly 

unending transition period, communist party's exclusive 

preserve of state sovereignty is, undoUbtedly, qUestionable 
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NATIO~L SELF-OET~RMINAXlOR 

X 

Systematic approach to the prOblem begine with an 

,answer to the question, what is a nation? Large soviet Ency

clopaedia, definee, •Natiens first aroae in the period of the 

liquidation of feudaliam and the development of capitalism. 

PGople consolidate themselves into nations not in accordance 

with their own desires but by the will of government or the 

activity of any other sUbjective factors, but only as the 
(31~ 

resUlt of action of ·the objective lava of economic development." 

This definition rebuts the traditional theory of the nation 

which regards it as a •national consciousness and will", 

"common destiny", or aa •the sUbjective attitude of the 

people concerned.• (32) But 1D fact, the economic factors are 

very much in the foundations of a nation. A conmon economic 

life is the most important characteristic of a nation. No 

doubt a commCII'l language, comman territory and eonn011 national 

character also play a considerable role in the formation of a 

nation. Bat historically, nations emerged in the proce~s of 

feudalist disintegration superseded by capitalism. J. Stalin 

remarks, •A nation is not merely a historical category, but 

a historical category belonging to a definite epoch, the epoch 

31. J.,arae Soviet Encyclcpedio, 2nd. edition, vol.29, 
November 3, 1954. 

32. Walter Sulzbach, Nasional Consciousnest, (Washington,1943). 
P• 63. 
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of rising imper1alism.•(33) 

ln view of the socialist revolution the national 

quest ion is to be observed in the light of the interests of 

the world.ng-clasa, national as well as international. Any 

abstract and passionate approach may hamper the achievement 

of the desired aim. Lenill said that il) the national question 

every communist party must base its policy •not on abstract 

and formal principles ••• but on a clear distinction between 

the interests of the oppressed classes, of working and 

exploited people, and the general concept of national in

tere.ta as a whole. (34) The national question ie directly 

linked with the interests of the working claaa. Therefore, 

without knowing 1 what the interests of the proletariat are 

involved in a particUlar national movement, may lead us to 

a wrong path. Stalin once said, "•••• there is no powerful 

national movement without the peasant army, nor can there be. 

This is what it meant when it is said that, in essence the 

national question is a peasant question.•(35) 

II 

Since the national movement is dominated by the 

proletariat class, the ccmmunista tend to advocate for the 

self-determination of nations, so that after assuming politi-

33. 

34. 
35. 

J. Stalina Marxim and the National and Colon,A.al Question, 
(New York, 1935), P•49. · 
~nin, c21,ecte4 workers, Vol. 31, p. 145. 
J. stalinEng. Ed.) ~or~a, (Moscow, 1954)• Vol.VIX~ 
PP• 71-72. 
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cal power it-may become direct and real source of national 

sovereignty. This is why the national self-determination 

is viewed in the light of soc1o-econaa1c conditions. ln the 

words of v. I. Lenin, "if we want to grasp the meaning of self

determination of nations, not by juggling with legal defini

tions, but by examining the historico-economic conditicms of 

the national movements, we must inevitably reach the conclu

sion that the self-determination of nation maana the political 

separation of these nations from alien national bodies, and 

the formation of an independent national state." (36) At ano~her 

place be explains the question more concretely, "in the quee

tion of the sel f-determJ.nati on of nations, as in every other 

question, we are interested, first and formoet, in the self

determination of the proletariat within a given nation."(l7) 

Hence, there is no general principle to be applied 

in every national movement. If the movement ia motivated and 

dominated by the bourgeois tendencies, then far from being 

supported it)' would be opposed bitterly. A8 Mogllyansky said a 

•the right of self-determination is not a fetish beyond 

critici .. , unwholesome conditions in the life of nations may 

give rise to unwholesome tendencies in national self-determi

nation, and the fact that theee are brought to light does not 

36. 

37. 

V.I. Lenin, Question of Natipnal Policy and froletariao 
lnternationaliim (Moscow 1967), p. 47. 
Ibid., P• 11. 
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Mean that the right of nations to self-determination haa 

been rejected ... (38) Without going into complexitiea of 

the queation, V.I. Lenin realistically argued, "We demand free

dom of self-determination, i.e., independence, i.e. freedom 

of secessionfrom che opporessed nations ••• "(39) In his views, 

such riddance from the colonial qppress1on must be followed by 

with the integration with the neighbouring nations. It ia 

•not contradictory for the social democrats of oppreaaed 

nations to insist on the • freedom to sec:ede • while social 

democrats of oppressed nations insist on the 'freedom to 

integrate.'"(40) 

National self-determination being the main foundation 

of the national sovereignty, poses some questions here. "The 

doctrine of the self-determination of small nationalities", 

wrote Paul w. Wart! in, 1928, "means toleration of racial and 

cultural units, d tpleration which, when properly interpreted, 

implies that no nation is absolute, that na nation state ia 

sovereign."(41) The question of national entities is not free 

from complexities. Some are already in the existence, some 

are struggling for their existence and some have potentialities 

to emerge. In th1a situation no dominant nation would recog

nJ.Fe the rioht of national self-determination. The communistl; 

38. OUote4, Ibid., P• 67. 
39. v.x. Lenina collected workg, Vol. 21, p. 413. 
40. V.I. Lenina Collected Workg, Vol. 22, p. 347. 
41. Paul w. Wdrd,n. 2, pp. 152-153. 
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clai• for the ~ognition of sovereign rights of nations, 

however, in prac·,ice the position remains the same. An 

a1.1thority on Soviet International Law remarlta 1 •For whereas 

logically the fact that communist philosophy admits no 

restrictions upon the right of self-determination leada to 

the conclusion that the Soviet GOvernment favours a theory of 

l.r.illimited sovereignty, by ita case not to espouse the doctrine 

•f 111!~1tab1lity of sovereignty, it has left the door open 

to actual limitation in practice••(42) 

But what 1a the rationale behind the permanent 

integration oiL aationalities among the communist nations? 

According to the comnunist theory, there can be n() freedom of 

nations under capitalism. National oppression prOduces 

mistrust between the workers of different nations. Recogni

tion of self-determination of nations, .in the imperialist world 

is followed by •the deception systematically praeticised by 

the imperialist powers, which under the guise of politically 

independent states, set up states that are Wholly dependent 

upon them economically, financially and m1litar1ly.•(43) 

So, under imperialism the national question had become a 

naticnal-colonial one. On the other hand this national 

injustice strengthens the solidarity of proleetarian cla••· 

The socialist revolutions and disintegration from the oppressor 

• 2. 'r .A. Tar•eou*'-l,o. !he SOY iet Union and Internet ional Law, 
(New York, 1935), p. 34. 

43. Lenin, Colleqted WOrk§, Vol. 31, P• 150. 
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natlo~ leada to mutual national rtspect·amono the new socia

list nations. Marx and Engels wrote in The ~nifesto of The 

Communist League (1848) , • IQ proportion a a the antagonism bet

Wfil'l classes within the nation vanishes, tha hostility of ona 

nation to another will come to an end."(44) Where there is no 

clase antagonism 1ft socialist countriea, the problem of national 

self-determination poses no daDQer ea such. This is why the 

communists have become the champion of this essential right 

of a nation. "The right freely to secede from the u.s.s.R. 

is reserved to •ery union Republic." (45) v. I. Lenin also re

cognised the right of national self-determination as_ an essen

tial feature of socialism, • •• it W)Uld be betrayal of socialism 

to refuse to implement the self-determination of natioas under 

socialism. • (46) 

The above discuaaion reveals the inseparable connec

tion between national and social questions. The question of 

national self-determination does not stem from merely a change 

in the status quo. It is deep rooted in the socio-economic 

conditions of a nation, comprising as its main content of revolt 

againat imperialism. It leads us to search the real foundations 

of national sovereignty beyond the problems of order. Soverti gn

ty of a communist nation is the result of historic change, i.e., 

not only overthrowing of imp~rialistt yoke but also the revolu

tionary change in social structure putting an end to the claaa

antagonism the bone of hostility among nations. 

44. Da N. JacObs, n.5, P• 67. 
45. Article 17, constitution of the union of Soviet socialist 

Republics, Jan.l'. Triska, £2nstituta,gp gf the ~ognunt•~ 
Pa£ty Statef, (Hoover Institution PUblications, 1969 p.62. 

46. Lenina Collected. WOrks, Vol. 22, p. 321. 
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CONCEPT OP SOV- R§IGNtl 

1 

The com~unist adVocacy of classical concept of 

national sovereignty surprised the western scholars. First 

of all., such tendency was unprecedented in .Marxism. Fundamen

tals of communism could not tally with such a concept which 

ossifies the traditional system and thereby emasculate& the 

revolutionary spirit. The revolutionary call to the workers 

of the world to unite "against the existing social and poli

tical order of thinge,"(1) was the foremost negation of 

national sovereignty, for it was one of th~ most important 

hurdles in the way of envisaged world revolution. But by 

•an irony of history", same ideology was now asserting the 

doctrine of sovereignty more emphatically than others.(2) 

Secondly, the more astonishing characteristic of 

the communist concept of sovereignty is that it stresees its 
' 

traditional features which have widely been utilised by the 

earlier bourgeois regimes to eiploit and suppress the working 

clasa within the state and to satisfy the boundlese imperia

list desires outside the state. Moreover, while the veteran 

non-communist nations are abandoning this concept -internally, 

1. Marx and Engels, The Manifesto of the Communist ~ague 
(1848) .ed. by Jacoba, ·New Communist Manifesto and Related 
Docume.nts, (New York, 1961), p. 77. · 

2. w. Friedmann, The Changina structcure of InternationAl Law, 
(LOndon, 1964), p. 328. 
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to provid• a wholesome environment for the d~ocratic tradi

tions, externally, to avoid devastating national conflicts amon~ 

nations- the communist nations are uncompromisingly propagat

ing for the concept. Another arg~nt which negates the theory 

is, the unprecedented development of science and technology 

in the modern world haa led the nat ions necessarily to ~be 

interdependent. " ••• while the recent development of Inter

national Law has shown a tendency to lessen the emphasis on 

sovereignty by stressing the intcrdependenc· of modern statea, 

communist philosophy has increaeed it.n(3) Such contradictory 

arguments require an extensive stUdY of the communist concept 

of national sovereignty. 

II 

The definition of the communis~ c.oncept of sovereignty 

hae striking resemblance with the classicial definition of the 

cru1c~;pt as propounded by Jean Bodin and Thomas Hobbes, 

sovereignty includes both internal supremacy and external in

dependenc: of state. State sovereignty as defined by G.I. 

Tunkin, "irr.plies a state•s territorial supremacy and inde

pendence 1D international affaira.•(4) The smaller nationa 

within the communiut world are more emphatic aeaertora of 

3. 

4. 

T .A. Taraconzio, The Soviet Ynion and International Lay, 
(London, 1964), P• 328. 
G.I. Tunkin, lYPdomsntala of ¥'ftsent dav International 
!4X, A Textbook (Moscow, 1956 , p. 15. 
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classical nature of sovereignty. A Hungarian sourC€1 definea 

•sovereigntl'0 as follows• 

nsoverel. gnty means that condition of a state 1D 

which it exercises unlimited supreme power in international 

relations and is ind~endent from every outside power in 

external relations •••• only that state may be regarded as 

sovereign which is independent in every field of its activity 

and 1n all its decisions. A. state which in the conduct of its 

external affairs must depend Upon another state, is not 

sovereign."(5) 

This attitUde of small nations is an eye-opener for 

the scholars who always regard them aa satellites of the 

u.s.s.R. This acute adVocacy of national sovereignty also 

constitutes a ground for the assumption that such attitU6c 

might be the reaction of super power domination within the 

bloc. Whatever it might bet their championship of the 

national sovereignty in theory can not be questioned. 

But such assertion of a tate sovereignty in absolute 

terma is incompatible with the present international relations. 

The interdependence of nations and the observance of the 

principles of international law are the important character

istics of conteq>orary international coiiiDUnity. Sovereignty 

s. &ncxclqpedia of Dip,omacx and Inter,ationaJ: Lelf, Academy 
PUblishing Office, Budapest, 1959 , p. 50S. 
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does not provide freedom for a state to do whatever it 

likes in its external affairs. AD official Soviet textbook 

on international law acknowledges the limitation upon national 

sovereignty. Sovereignty is to be exercised "without violat

ing the rights of-other states or the principles and rules of 

International Law."(6) Absolute independence of state ia 

forbidden by the present international law. The infringe

ment of the norms of international law necessarily leads to 

the violation of sovereign rights of other nations. Therefore, 

atate•s independence in external affaire means independence in 

foreign policy within the framework of general international 

law. (7) Hence, the ccmmunist concept of sovereignty has 

necessarily to abide by the generally accepted international 

behaviour. 

III 

Assertion of sovereignty, however, needs some pre

conditions for its realisation. In creating a favourable 

otmosphere for the enjoyment of sovereign rights by nations, 

some respoosibiilities are to be carried out by themselves. 

Sovereignty "predetermines the existence and development of 

important international principles, such as respect for state 

sovereignty, sovereign equality, territorial integrity and 

6. international Law, ACademy of Sciences of the U.s.s.R., 
Institute of Law, (MOscow, n.d.), P• 93. 

7. T.A. Taraconzio, n. 13, P• 26 
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political independence of states, non-interference in their 

domestic affaire, and non-aggreasion."(S) The communist bloc, 

while ruling out all the possibilities for the preservation 

of these conditions 1n the capitalist world, claims to provide 

not only the observance of them but also sUbstantial assistance 

to enable the nations to enjoy the fruits of sovereignty. The 

most remarkable feature of the concept is that in addition 

to the legal and actual independence of states; "its economic 

independence as the basis of a real indepenrlence ie particu

larly stressed~"(9) I.M. Lemin, in a speech also highlighted 

the vitality of economic independence of a nation in the 

present international situation. He said, "Political indepen

dence must be complemented with economic independence, other

wise a country's sovereignty is incomplete and it may again 

become the plaything of alien~ powers." (10) 

In the traditional theory of sovereignty economic 

independence is generally ignored, but it 1e essential for a 

sovereign nation. The communist claim for the preservation 

of national sovereignty within the bloc is inconceivable, 

since the uneven economic development in the communist natione. 

1 " 8. lbid., P• 9 , N.A. Ushakov, International LOw and 
Sovereignty~ ed. G.I. 'l'unkin, Contemooraq Internationy 
Law, (Moscow, 1969). 

9. Mintauts Chakste, '' sov let Conc~ts of the State, Inter
national Law and Sovereignty/ Amer!ean Jo~rna! q! 
Internatio~ Lax, Vol. 43, 1949, P• 30. 

10. I.M. Lemin, coion&al1sm t9dax, (New Delhi, 1957). p.33. 
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is an unavoidable ground of inequality. The situation 

neces~arily# impells the small and under-developed nations 

to depend upon the powerful and prosperous nations. Though 

the weak nations are assured of sincere economic help, the 

practical pressures can not be ignored. The ideological 

fraternity may be of little help in face of concrete compul

sions. 

IV 

State sovereignty has a changing character. Since 

the source of sovereign power, i.e., dominating class has been 

changing with the historical developments, the nature of 

sovereignty has to have different contents at the different 

stages. In fact, sovereignty has been and still is e class 

sovereignty. A. Soviet source explaina a 

•secause state sovereignty is a class category, ita 

social and political content has not remained unchanged at 

differen~ stages of historical development. It has changed 

in accordance with the social and econanic basis of the states 

making up the international community and with the role that 

the idea of sovereignty had to play in the struggle of classes 

to assert their domination both within the state and in rela

tione with other states.•(ll) 

11. Aotetnational &a~# n. 6, p. 93. 
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Such expositl(.;n of the concept neceesarlly leada 

us to assume that communist practice is undoUbtedly not un

precedented to past historical developments. The rationale 

be.ind the stridency of state sovereignty may be nothing 

except the interests of the ruling class and strategic conven

ience. Thie is a very cogent argument put forward by the 

critics of communism. MOre interesting is that communists 

explicitly assert that their state sovereignty is sovereignty 

of the proletariat (as a class) and it ls exercised to serve 

the interests of the same. Such concept of sovereignty unlike 

the non-com'!IUilist states deprives the m·inority of its 

sovereign rights. In a communist state, the so called capita

list remanents are not only denied their democratic right, 

but the whole state machinery is turned against them. State 

is inevitably ftdemocratic 'n a new waz (for the proletariat 

and the prcpertylesa in general) and dictatorial 1n a new WfY 

(against the bourgeo1sie)."(l2) Since the virtual power of 

exercising sovereignty is in the hands of communist party, 

eo-called vanguard of the interests of tho proletariat, the 

party may go even against the interests of the proletariat 

claes. Thus it may implicitly deny the whole people of ita 

sovereign riQhts. Hence, the concept fails to remain immune 

from illegitimacy. 

12. V.I. Lenin, Selected WOrks, Vol. 2, P• 329. 
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(13) 
Since, "sovereignty is not a formal legal category~· 

and is an ever-changing concept, the question arises whether 

it is merely a strategic tool having no permanent basis? 

An authority on sovereignty remarks, •political motives have 

animated assertions of the doctrine of sovereignty ••• "(14) 

UndoUbtedly the communist theory of sovereignty has always 

been in accord with the communist movement. The communists 

regard state sovereignty as an inherent feature of 

socialist system. The political motives are not its real 

basis. To quote a Soviet scholars 

•The attitUde of the Socialist states to sovereigntl 

and their efforts in defence of it are not a matter of short-

range political considerations or tactics. This springs frcm 

the very nature of the Socialist state which is guided in its 

policy by the basic Marxist-Leninist views on national policy 

andinternational relations."(15) 

Obviously, even the traditional theory of soverengn. 

ty also stands for some ideals. Comparatively, the communist 

concept is more closely related to the political movements. 

Its abhorence to the strict legal confines surely fetches 

it up to the realm of politics. 

13. N.A. Ushakov, n.e, p. 98 
14. p.w. Ward,usovereignty, (London, 1928), p. 172. 
15. Y. Korovin, sovereignty and peace~ International 

Affairs, No. 9 (Moscow, 1960), p. 7. 
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v 

In communist theolY, any sort of negation of national 

sovereignty is L~e~~iBsible. It would hamper the progreas 

of communism and would lead the capitalist-imperialist powers 

to a. sizable victory. That is why the opinions of weatem 

scholare(16) restricting the sovereignty are vehemently opposed 

by the communists. Capitalists disguising their own interest• 

take the pl.ea of inter-dependence and world peace to impo3e 

obligations upon national sovereignty. A communist leader 

refutes the argument that the concept is an outmoded one. To 

say .. the era of sovereign states bas passed, is the greatest 

perversion of truth •••• It is in a state of efflorescence. 

And all those who raise a hand against the sovereignty of 

European states, ••• are threatening the vital interests of 

Eurcpean security. • (17) The obligation Upon sovereignty 

would surely violate the soveregn rights of the weak nationat 

for in the absence of sovereign equality, power necessarily 

comes to fill the vacuum. Korovin explains 1 

•In a world where there rich and poor, exploiters 

and exploited, weak states and strong ones, and indepen

dent countries and colonies, to reject the conception bf 

16. c.W.J'enlts, ~.New World of Law?-A StudY of the Creatiye 
,I~g 1nat1 on in In!;ernat ipnal LaW, (Longmans;, 196~) pp .113-
136, Philip c.Jessup, /~. Modern .Law of NutiOD,lh \NeW 
York, 1952), P• 2~ 

17. D. Malenkov, Address to supreme Scvi et (April 26, 19s•>, 
Pravda, April 27, 1954. 



sovereignty or the other legal guarantees of national in

dependence and freedom would alwaye help those who are strong 

and would never benefit those who are weak.(18) 

Thus the caomunist concept of sovereignty explicitly 

opposes any atteapt restri.cting or negating it. Since sovereign· 

ty represents the national interest, the communist world would 

eurely be in a perilous situatioo in face of ide:> logical con

flict between different political systems especially when .the 

capitalist world is still potent enough to harm the socialist 

system. 'l'hus sovereignty •1s used aa a shield• (19) against 

the prObable capitalist encroachment. 

Sovereignty ia not only •a reliable means of defend

ing the small states from the major imperialist powera,(20) but 

it bee become "a Marxist-Leninist weapon in all stages of the 

world revolutionary procesa.•(21) As a weapon 1n the inter

national claes etruggle, aoverei onty is a means of etrengthen

ing the socialist camp at the expense of the capitalist camp. 

Thus the concept has also positive utility. Sovereignty in 

the form of the sovereign right of peoples to national 

liberation, revolutionary struggle and non-interference with 

aovcrei.gn prerogatives after liberation substantially con-

18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 

E.A.. Korovin, "The St!cond World War and International Lav~1 

American Journal of International Law,. (Vol.40, 1946) p.718. 
Bernard A. RatiiWldO, peac~Cqex~st~nc~- Internaticn,l 
Law in ~he pui\dina of communtsmJohns Hopk1ns,l967 p.87. 
International x.aw, n.6, p.97 •. 
Churles T. Baroch, The Soviet Doctrine of Sovereignty, 
BUlletlg, Institute for the Study of the U.s.s.R., 
Vol. XVII%, No. 8, August~ 1971, p.21. 
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tributes to the safe development of communist movement. 

Another aspect of the national sovereignty, wich 

is generally misconceived (22) is its need within the communist 

bloc itself. Since all the communist nations representing the 

aame class and striving to achieve a common goai, the need of 

natianal sovereignty becomes meaningless. But this is not 

the ease. The nationalism 1n caamuniem due to the split in 

the international communist movement has impelled the smaller 

nations to be cautious 1n safeguarding their national interest 

and security by not becoming a plaything in the hands of super 

powers within or without the bloc. 

On the other hand we can not ignore the ideological 

need which supports the national eover~ionty of the small 

nations within the world socialist system. National pecu

larities can not be treated on the basis of a common inter-

national programme or instructions dictated by a veteran 

leader who generally haB no concrete knowledge of the problem. 

Kim Il sung, leader of the Democratic People • s RepUblic of 

Kbrea, said on September 7, 1968 • 

.. Only when the communist and Workers • parties and 

socialist countriea maintain autonomy and independence in 

22. As noticed, ••within the socialist camp, sovereignty is used 
neither ae a shield nor a weapon. •• B.A.Ramundo, n.9, p.BS. 
So far such interpretation is based on ideological funda
mentals, it is true. BUt the present nationalistic trend 
and atrategic convenience has disproved lt. Hence it ha• 
become nov a misleading thes1a. 
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their activities, can they work out correct policlaa, suited 

to the pecUliarities of their own countries and success

fully pUsh ahead with the revolutionar.r cause and construc

tive work ... (23) 

Dogmatically imitating the experience of other 

countries and ignoring the national pecularities, would not 

only jeopardise the socialist construction in the new 

coDDunist nations, but also ultimately lead the communism 

itaelf to a cataatrcphic road. National sovereignty facilita

te the national as well as international achievements o! 

c011munism. Thus the cCEDUnist concept of sovereignty 

essentially incorporates a wide range of legal and political 

objectivea. 

23. 
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what is new in the communist concept of sovereignty 

takes its roots in the socialist system established by a 

violent revolution made by the proletariat class. The re

volutionary change 1n the social structure of society within 

the country and a class solidarity at international level gives 

the concept of sovereignty a new content. Unless the so

cialist revolution followed by the "dictatorship of the 

proletariat• tending to abolish class antagonism, occurs, the 

new theory can not be realised. Preclaely, "socialism and 

sovereignty are inseparable."(!) rhe communists think the 

realisation of national sovereignty in the capitalist ayetem 

is quite impossible. The realistic designt they have 1n mind, 

can only gain grounds 1n a socialist atmosphere. 

I 

Communist ideology plays a decisive role in the 

formulation of the legal and political concepts. History ia 

the evidence of the fact that there have always been political 

motives behind these principles. But so vigorously are the 

communist concepts associated with ideological factors, ever 

1. E. Bagramov, "The Notional Question and the Ideological 
strUggle; s.,ov&et fievj.ex (New Delhi), Vol. VI, No. 95, 
1969, PP• 17-18. 
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seen in history. ... " the Soviet concept of the state, 

law and scv~reignty are entirely dominated by the Marxist 

and Leninist theory.•(2) This tendency has made the concept 

of sovereignty a political rather than a legal one. Therefore, 

to find out the roots of the concept 1 the proper understanding 

of the socialist ayatem is essential. 

Since the concept is closely related to the communist 

ideology, its original source is the national self-determination. 

Sharpening class struggle and demand for national self-deter

mination culminates in the assumption of political power by 

the proletariat class. There is no al~ernative for the 

oppressed nations except to resort to claes struggle ond 

national self-determination. That is why, the carrnunist 

state sovereignty is viewd, in the words of T .A. Taracoucio, 

"as a paramount proletarian right for international social re

construction manifested temporarily in Ddtional self

determination and class struggle."(3) 

XX 

It is generally emphasised that "The soclaliat 

countries are states of an entircte..Y new type in which the 

exploiting clasaee have been overthrown and the working people 

2. M. Cbakste, rcsoviet concepts of the State, International 
Law and sovereignty/ American JRH~PaJ of International £!w, 
No. 1, Vol. 43 (948), P• 35. 

3. T.A. Taracou$10, Tb,e Sgyi•Si tlnion and InternatJ..CJpal ~ 
(New York, 1935), p. 27. 
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are in power. (4) It makes the working peOple and their will, 

real source of state power-. %n socialist system concept of 

state is "sUbstantt~lly different from the traditional ones."(S) 

The eapitallet countries also claim that t~y have sovereignty 

of the people. SUt in practice, the position is quite con

trary. 'l'he dominance of few upon the means of production 

enables them also to enjoy political dominance. Thus, the 

sovereignty of the people is aubstituted by the bourgeois 

class which 1& always in 1ne1gnificanb_ minority. Therefore, 

while locating the sovereign power one should bear in m~ 
' -

the distinction between the contents and the essence of 

sovereignty, on the one band, and its form, on the other. 

The supremacy of the power of the state-aD the political 

organisation of the ruling class is the essence of sovereiOnty. 

Hence the .. sovereignty of the people• as proclaimed in bouge

ois state c~ceals the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. The 

scientific analysis of the concept of soverel. gnty enables ua 

to observe the fallcioua. x.o. Levin remarked that •t'he 

sovereignty of the people• in conditions of bourgeois state ••• 

is ••• a fallacy •••• For the first time !n tbe history the 

Soviet state baa realised the real sovereignty of the people. (6) 

4. Mao Tse-tung, •speed! at the dle~ting of the supreme sov&st 
Qf the U.S. S,R, in celebratiog of the 40th Ann1ve:a&;y of 
~he Great,OC~Obe( Socialiat R§volution, November 6, 1957, 

s. Dr. oev1 Prosad Pal, state sovereignty at the cro1s Rot4a, 
(Calcutta, 1962), P• 51, 

6. Quoted by M, Chakete, n,2, p.32, see also A,Y,Vyshtn~ky, 
The Law of the soviet state (New Ycrk, 1948), p. 165. 
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What makes t.he sovereignty a realitY is direetly 

linld.ng the source of power with the will of the people. i.e., 

socialist democracy. The political power which baa no roots 

in the masses is not entitled to enjoy the sovereignty rights. 

l.D. Levin aga~n says, "a regime brought about by ac;~greseion 

and representing a constant threat of aggression, certainly 

cannot claim to be protected under the cover of principle 

of sovereignty.• (7) Thus the soverEUiJnty of the cap1tal1ct attd 

fas~itcstatee is not viewed by the communist scholars as a 

legitimate sovereignty. 

III 

The communists claim that sQCialism is the only 

rettle'dy to remove the mutual mistrust and hostility amODg 

nations. The sovereignty of the capitalist and fascist 

nations is ba8ed on national isolation, mutual hostility and 

aggression. Therefore, it always contributes .to mutual mis

trust and results in war among naticns, on the other band 

the communist national sovereignty, instead of being aggressive 

safeguards the aovereion rights of other communist nations, 

only under soeialiam equality, national independence, and 

sovereignty acquire their real meaning. (8) Liu Shao.-<! h.G.. 

1. 
8. 

.Quoted by a. Chakate, n. 2, p. 32. 
o.w. Kunsinen, Fundamentals of Magiam-Lenin&sm, 2nd. 
lmpreasion (Moscow, 1961}, P• 770. 
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states reasona 

"only when the system of the exploitation of man by 

man baa been replaced by socialism, as in the Soviet union, 

ean aggresston be completely eliminated •••• She does not 

allow others to waga aggression against her. (9) Nor does 

she want to wage aggression against others, since there ie 

absolutely no necessity for it to do eo." and he adda, 

"After socialism bas been gradually carried out 1n all 

countr1ea the word 'aggression • will be a strange archaic 

word existing only in man's mind."(lO) 

The further deVelopments dlap~ed this thesie when 

Yugoslavia in 1948 detach«~ herself fl'om tbe communist monolitb. 

Sino-Soviet conflict strikingly exposes the fact that the 

twc corjmunist nations may be ae hostile aa the capitaliats. 

But this is not the fault of ideology. National interest 

came to dominate the ideology and caused fragmentation in the 

world socialist systau. 

9. What enables a socialist nation to repulse the 1q,er
ial1st encroachment is the fact that unlike the capitalist 
nations, here political power ia enjoyed by the majority, 
i.e., the working elaas itselft which consiste the main 
force of a nation. on the other baad, 'bourgeois demina
tion might be disobeyed at the time of crieie, for there 
is aaple mutual mistrust and struggle between the two 
classes. · 

10. Liu Sbao-Ch1, Jnternationa1ism and Natiogalitm (Peking, 
nd.) PP• 41-&2. 
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Since the high hopes of the communists for world 

revolution and establishment of world ~ocialist system coUld 

not be fUlfilled the socialist nations were to find.themselvee 

1ft confrontation with the powerful capitalist system. Tbe fear 

of such confrontation and danger to the socialist system made 

the communists more eQ.art to defend their aoverd. gntyt for it 

could be utilised as a shield against imperialist encroachment. 

In the beginning, the Soviet Union being the lena socialist 

nation encircled by the capitalist nations bad •to act as tha 

champion of the doctrine of class1f1cal soverel. gnty. • (11) In 

1946, E.A. KQrovin wrote, uUnder contemporary conditione 

sovereignty is destined to act as a legal barrier protectino 

against imperialistic encroachment and securing the existence 

of the most advanced social and state forms- socialist and 
.. , 

those of democracy •••• u (12) Thus the d~rine of national 

sovereignty came to defend the gains of socialiam. 
v 

While discussing the problems of socialist system 

·one question which comes to our mind is whether the doctrine 

of sovereignty which ie the resultant of political compulc1on. 

is compatible with the system? one may envisage that the 

concept of sovereignty leads to national seclusion, thereby 

11. E.A. ~rovin, Quoted by M. Chakste, n.2. p. 31. 
12. B.A. Korovtn, uThe second World war and International Law/' 

Ame£&sln Journal pf International Lex, Vol.41(1946),p.7•8. 
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hampers the international communist movement. It would 

be very difficult to reconcile the traditional national 

sovereignty and the class alliance at international scale. 

ltOrcwiD rules out all such poss1b1lities and argues for the 

suitability of the concept. "The major successes of democracy 

1n a number of states in post-war Europe (Bulgaria, Romania, 

Yugoslavia, HUngary, Poland) simultaneously with a fundamental 

change in their foreign policy, convincingly testifies that 

sovereignty and democracy, just as sovereignty and socialism, 

are conceptions that not only are wholly compatible but mutually 

enriching. • (13) Thus it ean be concluded that social lam is an 

eesential condition for the realisation of sovEtrEi gnty. T,bo 

national and international interests of the socialiat mave~nt 

are best aerved by the observance of national sovereignty. 

SOCIALIST IN'rERNATlONAL lAW 

X 

The revolutionary apirit of communism has not let 

the principles of International U!w unaffected. Though, lack

ing omnipotence over the whole international system it could 

not r•volutionize whole international law, nonetheless it hae 

given a new content to the nature of international law, socia

list international law commands a oreat respect on the port 

13. lbid. 
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of all soverign notions. This trend gives rise to a 

question, whether the principles of international law impos

ing obligations upon the nations are compatible with the 

classical concept of sovereignty advocated by communist 

nations? An unamiguous answer is aa follows a 

•sovereignty is a generally recognised principle 

of International t..av. Without its recognition, there can be 

no free.cooperation between states and hence no International 

Law.• (14) 

Hence sovereignty is not only compatible with the 

principles of international law, but a true basis of them. 

Thia also leads to the conclusion that the obligations 

imposed upon soveret. gnty by international law are the real 

source of sovereign powers of nations. The principle of 

sove!'eignty, that is, recoonition of_ the right of every nation 

state.for an independent domestic and foreign policy, is a 

basic foundation of contemporary international law. (15) 

XI 

What is international lewl ACcording to communist 

scholars, in real sense, every sort of law is a beatification 

14. Internationa; Law, ~ademy of Science of the u.s.s.R., 
(Moscow, n~d. p. 96. · 

y f Y. Korovin. 'Sovereignty and peace, ~ternatiooal A faire, 
No. 9, (MOscow, 1960), p.7. 

15. 
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of order. & socialiat jurist draws a conclusion, "If 

Duguit regards the state merely as a simple fact (un simple 

fait); then it may be said with reference to international 

law also- right down to the in.perialiat periOd- that all 

taw is actually nothing more than relationship de facto.•(t6) 

The reason is that enforcing authority is an essential in

gredient of law. E.B. Paahukanis writes, "I will only point 

out further that if we take the proposition of Lenin, •.taw 

is nothing without a machaniem capable of compelling the 

observance of legal norma. • international law must then be 

regarded as nothing since - as everyone knows- no machaniaa 

exists such au would compel obedience to the norma of inter

national law.•(17) Now, since the principles of international 

law are incapable of being executed it is 11possible to 

maintain sovereign equality and sovereignty itself. But 

thesa theoretical conclusions do not correspond with the 

reality. Virtually, to a great extent, principles ol 

international law enjoy enough Observance 1n the present 

international system. 

let, the communists percQive the defective aDd 

favourable nature of international law to the capitalist 

16. 

17. 

,, ,, 
P.I. Stucbkaa A General Doctrine of Law, Soviet Legal 
Phil;r,oobx, *John N. Hazard (Harvard University Preaa, 
1951 , P• 66. (* Introduced by) 

II 

E.B. PasbUkanis, The soviet State &nd the Revolution 1ft 
Law/ soviet Leaal Pbiloso;;>}lx, n. 15, P• 2f5. 
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tecdeuc1es, it does not go deep into the prOblema. What 

is left by history, which is full of violent struggles and 

forcefUl maintenance of orde~, is legitimlsed by the norms of 

internatiortal law, "International law does not study the 

question of the emergence of the state 1D .all ita aspecte. 

It is interested only in the question of the emergence of 

states as members of the international community. (18) Since 

the present order favours the conservative tendencies and 

ossification of traditional system, it is not possible for the 

progressive forces to enjoy their legitimate rights within 

the framework of international law. But there is no alter-

native to it. That is why, •tt is im:·ossible to reject 

international law by simply denying its existence and to 

despatch the entire set of international legal norms of the 

present time as a boUrgeois remainder by the strOke of pen~(19l 

But the adherence to the present legal norms 1a not a humble 

aubmisaiom of communista. 'l'hey have tried their beat to 

find out suitable principles to adapt to the fundamentals of 

communism, and atresaing upcn them, have macle their position 

not only safe but favourable to the realisation of the 

envisaged future. In this process, if not a substantial 

18. ~nternational LaK, Academy of Sciences of the U.s.s.R., 
n. 13, p. 116. 

19. E.A. Korovin, Mezhdunarodnoe Pravo Perelthdnovo Vremeni 
quoted in The socJ..,list Theory of lnternation.aA Law by 
Bernard A. Ramundo, Institute for Sino-Soviet Stud1ea, 
series No. 1 (The Georve Wdshington University, 1964), 
P• 17. 
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change 1n the nature of international law, it is sure that 

1t has added a new cootent to it. 

In communist view the great october socialist 

Revolution vas a historic event in the realm of international 

law. G.I. Tunkin has compared the pre and post-revolution 

features of international legal norms• 

• ••••• whereas the old international law vas· essen-

tially the law of the strong, eanctioning war and recognising 

and legalising the rule of force in international relatione, 

the new international law ia directed against war, and la a 

weapon in the struggle for peaee. The olCl international law 

contained norms and institutions constituting tools fo: the 

colonial enslavement of peoples and giving sanctification and 

. legality to the system of colonialism. International Lew of 

today is anti-colonial in its direction.u(20) 

Virtually, it is not international law that has chan

ged the attitUdes of all the nations at present time. The 

emergence of a new communist regime in Russia followed by 

several communist nations in the modern international eyste• 

prompted by new political motives has given a new character 

to it 1 beeauae1 the sovereignty of nations is the basis of 

international political and legal norma and it was nov to 

20. 'rThe 22nd Congress of the CPSU and the Tasks of the Soviet 
Science of International Law,'' Soviet Law and ~nmens,, 

(Hew York~, Vol. I, Bo. 2 (Winter 1962/63), p.25. 
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be handled by the proletariat clasa prejudiced against the 

capitalist class dominating the non-communist countries. 

A soviet source defines international pUblic law as 

followaa "International law can be defined as the aggregate 

of J:ulea governing relations between states in the process of 

their conflict and cooperation, designed to safeguard their 

peaceful coexistence, expresalllg the will of the ruling 

classes of these states and defended in caae of need by 

coercion applied by states 1ncJividually or collectiVely ... (21) 

Tbia is an uoanbiguous explanation of class charac

ter of international law and an ideological confrontation 

therein. such an emphatic assertion of claus attitUde leada 

the scholars to say that the nature of socialist international 

law is determined, not by the norms 1t applies but by the aims 

it seeks to achieve. Since the communist statee• soverengity 

is in the hande of working clase, it is but aatural ground for 

conflicts among communist and noD-Communist nations. If 

such a conflict involves use of force then it negates the 

existence of international law1 for nothing remains to rescue 

it. Hence soverel. gnty of nat ions, except few powerfUl nat iona 

capable of enjoyinQ the soverfllgn rights on the basis of eh•r 
'nol:" 

force, can~ maintained. This is not a hyPothetical conclu-

21. International Law, Academy of Sciences of the U.s.s.R., 
n. 13, p. 7. 
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s1on. This is what we are doing in practice incessantly ~ven 

at the present time. 

The different social systems and their political 

interests are reflected in the practice of legal norms. 

Korovin noted in an article in Bolsvevik in October 19•6 

88 follOIII&U 

•Like any other law, international law reflects the 

will of the ruling class ••• there are en the international 

atage bourgeois states as well as feUdal and socialist on ... 

Each of them, carrying out its own line and directed by ita 

own motives, might be interested 1D sUpporting and preaen

ing a certain amount of generally binding legal nor:me tn 

international relati0ft8.(22) 

Now it may uadoubtedly be held that there are poli

tical motives behind the support or negation of the legal nor•. 

The communist nations • policy is not an exception to th1• 

bitter truth. BUt there must be reconciliation to keep the 

•harmony with the fact that international law functions aa 

mediator in the relationship between proletariat (organised 

as the dominant clue) end bourgeois states." (23) Hence, 

international law becomes an inter-class law. 

22. OUotecS by M. Chakste, n •. 2, P• 30. 
23. E.B. Pasbukanis*r'The Soviet State anci the Revolution in 

t..aw/' n. 16, p. 245. 
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Since, ·~~··· the princ~le of sovereignty ia 

closely linked with other principles of International Law,"(21} 

the most important international legal norma which has widely 

bem controverted in this context is the principle of non

intervention in the internal affaire of another nation. From 

the beginning, communists have been atxesaing this principle. 

Feder1Ck Engele wrote, -ro secure international peace it 1a 

essential first and foremost to eliminate all poseible national 

friction, and every nation must be independent and Jnaater in 

its own house.(25) This principle of non-intervention by one 

state in the affaire of another flews from the recognition of 

sovereignty of statea-ef their right to an independent exia

tence. (26) Thus the infringement of thia right includee the 

violation of national sovereignty. Communiet advocacy of 

thia principle ie not only to check the imperialist atatea 

who •strive to support counter revolution and follow the 

reactionary policy of enslavement of other peoples. (27)but 

also to observe it str~etly within the communist camp. 

This stridency of non-intervention is based more 

on political grounds than on puely legal foundation. Tbe 

24. lnternatianol Law, ~ademy of Sciences of the u.s.s.R., 
n. 13, p. 98. 

25. Marx;,tngels, Werkel ».21, Berlin, 1962, s. 20'1 Quoted 
by V.M. Shurshalov 1 °lnternational Law in Relations Among 
Socialist Countries~• Contemporarv International h!~ 
edited by G.I. Tunkin, (MOscow 1969), P• 73. 

26. Internat&qnal lftJ(, Academy of sc:iencas of the u.s .. s.R. 1 

n. ll1 p. 112. 
27. Shurshalov • Mezhdunarodno-Pravovye Printsipy 1 pp. 104-51 

Socialist Internaticnal Law, n. l81 p. 40. 
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communists do not deny its observance according to the 

principles of international law. But such legal position should 

not hamper the revolutionary struggle for socialia•. To faci

litate world revolution, it is necessary to deviate from the 

policy of strict non-interaention. So it is desirable to 

support the revolutionary people fighting against the capita

list i1J4>erialie even at the cost of intervention in the 

internal affairs of another nation. Lenin stressed time and 

again that 1n the exploitive world "there are d1fterencea 

between the gov~rnments and the peoples, and we must :therefore 

help the peoples to 1nter:vene in questions of war and peace. (28) 

Previously, in the beginning the U.s.s.R. advocated the_prin

ciple to utilise it as a shield to repulse the capitalist 

encroachment. But the real stand. of Soviet 'Union vas divUlged 

by Korov1n when he said, •the strictly nef41at1ve attitude of 

the Russian does not indicate the rejection of intervention 

as a method of class struggle.• And be pointed out that under 

certain conditions intervention may become •the mightieat 

instrument of progress, a surgical measure to ease the birth 

pangs of a new world. (29) 

The a)\alyala of the aforementioned viewpoints reveals 

that to a great extent the legal principle of non-intervention 

28. Lenin, Collected Work~, Vol. 26, p. 212. 
29. Mezdunarodnoye Pravo Perelchodnogo Uremeni, ouoted by 

M. Chakste, n.2, p. 61. 
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is a strategic tcol. Since the interests of the inter

national communism are explicitly asserted as the guiding 

principles of state action, the legal background of the non

intervention is naturally weakened. According to the commu

nists, capitalist practice Cloea also involve the gross 

violation of non-intervention for the sake of narrow national 

interest. Here, in the communist bloc incentives for interven

tion are the high ideals of eoliiDUDist system. Hence, non

intervention becomes a political question inter.preted diffe

rently 1n different situations. Therefore, an Objective stUdy 

fails to rec09nise the sanctity of sovereignty since the non

intervention in internal affairs of a state being its essential 

ingredients 1 remains inconstant. 

III 

PROLETARIAN INI'ERNAT IONALISM 

I 

•xt is the assumption of the internationalists", 

wrote Paul w. wara in 1928, "that the intense focussing of 

human interests in the nation state, as it eventuated in the 

19th century, was a mistake." (30) It was not only a simple 

30. Soyerei,gnt)' (LOndon, 1928), pp. 150-151.· 
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mistake for the socialist internationalists, but a deliberate 

manipulation on the part of the bourgeoisie yielding to the 

interests of capital. Communism regarda nationalism aa •a 

device of capitalist domination over the workers:(ll) 

Nationalism marks "the process of el1minat1an of feudalia• 

and development of eapital1am."(J2) Nationalistic attitude 

accompanied with national sovereignty becomes "unfavourable 

to libert:YI and the medium of external attack ... (33) Thus 

intensification on nationalism is the cause of international 

diaorder and violation of national sovereignty of other 

nations. V.I. Lenin, pointed out, "•···· nationalism strivea 

to safeguard the privileges of one nation, condemning all 

other nations to an inferior statue, with fewer righta or 

even with no rights at all." (34) Adopting varioua devicea 

\ the powerful and prosperous nations tremple on the sovereign 

rights of weak and under-developed nations. Economic plunder, 

influence of power and even sheer force is deployed to achieve 

nationalistic ambitions of the bourgeoia class. In thia 

proceas, nationalism develope almost automatically into 

imperialiam. 

31.. ~'l.Friedmapn; Tbe Crisis of the National stats (London, 
1943), P• 61. 

32. lb1d., P• 60. 
33. H.J. ~kl, Foypdationa of Soyere1gQ$Y• (London, 1931) 

P• 15. 
34. V.I. Lenin, Cg~lected works, Vol. 19, p. 548. 
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This long record of vampirism on the part of national

ism, and necessity for world peace tempted communiste to be 

internationalists. v.x. Lenin declared, hWe are opposed to 

nat 1onal enmity and discord, to national exclusiveness. We 

are internationalista."(35) ~he developing capitalism cul

minates into imperialism. The main task of communism, i.e., 

the overthrow of capitalism necesaitatea then to adopt an 

international programme. Capital is an international force. 

To vanquish it, an international workers brotherhood needed. 

w. l'riedmann marka the real factor which pratpts to iqleria

list tendencies' he writes, -rhe real community of interests 

is not between capitalists and workers of one nation but between 

the same classes of different nat1ons.(36) Therefore, it is but 

natural to unite the exploited elaas at an international level 

and launch a common struggle fo~etting national interests. 

NationAlism disunites the workers of the world and deviate• 

from the right path. This difficulty was observed by v.I.Lenin, 

that nationaliem •1s more feudal than bourgeois, and is the 

principal Obstacle to aemocracy and to the proletarian 

struggle." (3f} Thus, the removal of thill impeCliment becomea 

an esaential pre-condition for the international communist 

35. 
36. 
37. 

P• 293. 
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movement. To quote Lenin, "successful struggle against 

exploitation requires the proletariat be free of nationalism, 

and be absolutely neutral, so to apeak, in the plight for 

supremacy that is going on among the bourgeoisie of various 

nations ... (38) 

II 

Though capitalism also had a class alliance at 

international scale, however, mingled with opportunistic and 

motivated conflicts, the class alliance of workers of the world 

.. has turned into solid unshakable interstate alliance .. • (39) 

Needlese to say, this class alliance bifurcating the whole 

world society and class conception of state sovereignty 

embodied in party control has revolutionized the external 

aspect of sovereignty. we find a fine explar.ation of c:laaa 

approach in the foll~ing extract& 

.. Natinal community (of intereste) cannot abolish 

class differences within a nation •••• on the other hand, claaa 

solidarity reaches beyond the confines of the individual nation. 

American, German and French capitalists speak different lang

uag~s. But they are all brought closer by the fact that they 

belong to one class and this unites them against socialism, 

38. Ibid.' p. 74. 
39. Janos ~dar, Proletarian Internati naliam and the Soviet 

Union, Pravda, October 9, 1957. 
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the working class movement and the struggle for national 

liberation of the colonial peoples. In exactly the same 

way, the workers too belong to different nationalities an~ 

races, but they remain primarily prolitartans, and this 

determines the community of their national interests; aims 

and ideology, in the face of which other differences recede 
' into the background.•(40) 

~inced with this irrefutable argument, the working 

class all over the world is united anti strives for the achieve-

ment of a common aim. The national revolutionary messes rising 

from their local background are organised •into a s~ngle inter

national working-class army to fight inter-national capital~(41) 

and thus •that bond of brotherhood which ought to exist between 

the workmen of different countr1ea,"(42} 1e realised. 

such a strong and unshakable alliance of the workers 

consisting of majority in respective nations, have made subsi

diary the concept of nationalism. The predominance of common 

interests of the proletariat class wae recognised by the 

fathers of communism. The Manifesto of CoDIDWlist League (1848) 

declared clearly even that the working class baa no country or 

nationality. They were to fight for the interest of the 

international communist movement.{4J) 

40. 

41. 
42. 
43. 

Tbe Foundations of Mapsi!m-Lenini!J!--A Textbook, (Moscow, 
1959) 1 p e 15 7 e 

V.I. Lenin, CoJ&Pcted wor!tc Vol. 1, p. 156. 
Marx and EDgelaa 5elec;ted Worke, (Moscow,l958}Vol.I,p.384. 
The New Co!!!!!p!ist Manifesto aDd r,ll,1;e$1 Documents, et1 ite4 
by Dan N. Jacdbs, (Mew York, 1961 , P• 62. 
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This over....emphaais on the common interests under

standably, have an iq>act on the concept of national soverel gnty. 

It is not a question of adverse or fruitful change, but the 

concept is deviated considerably from its traditional founda

tions. And now, it is not only the national background but 

also international workers• movements that shapes the concept. 

lll 

The idea of common interests and common enemy needs 

unity among workers of the world, for this is the only source 

of victory. So, • •••• without the closest and fullest alliance 
(44) 

of the workers of all nations in all working-class organisations: 

the defence and furtherance of socialism have no future. mro 

counter neo-colonialism is not only the specific task of the 

fo1:ces of national· independence and international liberation, 

but the common task of all revol6tionary foreus of the world."(45) 

The extension of crucial help by the working class of one country 

to another, which 1& revoltl"n;<r against its national bourgeou,sie, 

is the outcome of the unity. Such timely assistance would make 

the realisation of world canmunism, more feasible. v.x. Lenin 

advised, ·~ith the aid of the proletariat of the at.:vance co~.rn

tries, backward countries can go over to the soviet system and 
without going 
/through certain stages of development, to commun1sm •••• •(46) 

44. 
45. 

46. 

Lenin, Collect!d Wor~, Vol. 19, p. 245. 
Le Duan, Fprljrd ynder the Glgrious Banner o' OCtobe£ 
Reyolutiqg,Banoi, 1969), P• 22. 
Lenin, Collect§9 works, Vol. 31, P• 244. 
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This fraternal unity becomes the basis of all activities -

national and inter-national. This is what Karl Maxx meant 

the words. "Workers of the world, unite!" 

IV 

Not only unity but a positive subordination to 

the principles of international sod.alism is highly needed. 

Any deviation is impermissible for it may hamper the communist 

movement. The statement of the meetino of Representatives of 

communist and workers • Parties, held in Moscow in Noveaber, 

1960 said a 

0 lt is an inviolable law of the mutual relations 

between socialist countries strictly to adhere to the princi

ples of Marxism-Leninism and socialist internationa11sm."(47) 

And the principles of socialist internationalism are 

identified with the intereets of working clasa of the world. 

Hence, the exercis~f sovereign rights by individual nation. 

can not go beyond these principles. "•·• under the present 

day conditions the slogan of sovereignty, devoid· of claaa 

content, is often a weapon of bourgeois ideologists aa well 

as of right-opportunist revisionist and reactionary nationa

list forces."'(48) Now, this may safely be concluded that 

47. Dan N. JacObs, n. 44,p. 21. 
48. A.P. Pospelov, Loyalty to Internationalism, ft2Y.iet Review, 

(New Delhi) No. 3, Vol. VII, 1970, p. 9. 
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communist national sovereignty unhaaitatingly declares ae 

class aoveregnty dominated by socialist internationalism. 

But this external domination ie not an involuntary force, 

or will of super-powers within the bloc. It is founded on 

the unambiguous principles of Marxism-Leninism. The Inter

national conference on V.I. Lenin's birth centenary, noted 

Lenin's views on Marx, "•··. it is omnipotent, because it is 

true •••• Loyality to Marxism.Leninism, this great international 

teaching, is the guarantee of further success of the communist 

movement. " (49) 

Such devotion to internationalism, which 1s not 

merely a hypothesis but a concrete principle exercising supre

macy aver all communist nations, seems to be a decisive 

factor both in internal and external affairs of state. But 

we are assured, "Socialist-internationalism does not run coun-

ter to the principles of equality and sovereignty. On the 

contrary, only under socialism do national independence and 

sovereignty acquire a real meaning. The mutual respect of 

sovereignty implies the need for the consideration of the 

national features and t.raditione of every people." (SO) 

There is no contradiction betwem nationalism and socialist 

internationalism. The "development of national feature doea 

49. Ibid. 1 Pe 10. 
SO. I. Groshev., A fraternal FamilY of Nations' (Moscow, 1967), 

P• 209. 
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not exclude the class approach •••• u(Sl) The reason is that 

there is no question of conflict of interests among nations, 

for they all have risen from a common ground of Marxism

Leninism. Therefore, a combination of •national self

awareness with class interests and common international 

taa'ka," (52) suppressing narrow nationalist feelings prevail 

in the national policy of communist nations. EVery individual 

national communist party bears a "historical responsibility . 

for the destinies of both its country and the entire socialist 

camp·.;. • (53) 

The identical nature of national and international 

tasks requires to concentrate on national progress because 

this is complimentary to proletarian internationalism. For 

the national loss w01ld have adversely affected the socialist 

internationalism. That ia why v.x •. Lenin, •Those who treat 

frivolously the defence of the country in Which the proletariat 

baa already achieved victory are the ones who destroy the 

connection with international soeialism.•(s•> In this way 

national securi;y and independence are essential to strengthen 

international communist movement. This conspicuous feature of 

world socialist system seems to be a complex one but the 

communist nations hav 1ng •a profound understanding of lava of 

tr 

51. I. Stepanyan, Socialist Internationalism and the nationalist 
Ideology~ SoviAA Reyiew (New Delhi)v,Vol.VI, No.37, 11 1969, 
P• 30. 

5 2 • D:>id • • p. 29 • 
53. Dan N., Jacobs, n. 48, p. 22. 
54. V.I. Lenin, Collected works, Vol. 27, p. 332. 



social development, take into account specific national 

featu~es, and. ·••• be true internationalists."(SS) The 

small nations in the coml'lllnist bloc are now tending to em

phasise their national independence while following the prin

ciples of socialism. Korean communist leader, Kim II Sung 

stressing the national independence; bal3.nces the position, 

"Independence should serve the end of strengthening proletarian 

internationalism and should never weaken it. There ean be no 

internationalism apart from independence, und vice versa.•(S6) 

DEW TYPE OF INl'ERNi\'l'IONAL RELATIONS 

I 

The world socialist system is a community of 

sovereiqn, independent and equal states.(57) Though these 

features of states in multi-state internuticnal community axe 

generally recognised, but their realisation could only be· 

possible, in their real sense, in the world socialist system. 

The socialist states, it is claimed , ob.serve .tbe democratic 

55. E. Bagramov, The National ouesticn And the Ideological 
Struggle. Soviet Review (New Delh1L Vol. "l'I,. No. 95, 
December 1969, p. 15. 

56. 'l'be Democratic people '• Republic of korea ia the Banner 
gf Freedom and IndeRendence of our P8Qple and the 
Powe£iUl weapon of Building Socialism and Communism 
(Pyongyang, KOrea, 1968), p. 72. 

57. V.M. Shurshalov, n. 24, p. 59. 



principles, namely, sovereignty, equality of states, and non

interference in their internal affairs. Moreover, the 

communist reception of theseprinciples leads to their subs

tantial modification. The uniqueness in international relations 

is generally asserted that the socialist states in the applica-

tion of these democratic norms, provide "old legal forms a new 

content.•(S8) Therefore, misunderstanding of the essence of 

the socialist international relations, and drawing conclusions, 

on the basis of formal approach, would surely lose the r~ality. 

Declaration of Representatives of Eighty-one 

communist parties, Moscow, 1960, commented on the international 

relations among socialist nations as follows• 

"The socialist camp is a social economic and political 

community of free and sovereign peoples united by the close 

bond~ cf international socialist solidarity, by common interests 

and objectives, following the path of socialism and communism •.• 

Every country in the socialist camp is insured genuinely equal 

rights and independence.•(S9) 

UndoUbtedly, the socialist states also have their 

national interest. The most remarkable fact about it as that 

national interest of +-CL. socialist country never conflicts 

58. Soviet Year Book of International Law, 1958, (Moscow,1958) 
p.. ss ... 

59. nan N. Jacobs, n. 44, p.21. 
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with the national interest of another socialist nation. The 

reason is that they all represent the identical interests. 

Their common problems and common objectives tend them to work 

as a team in international relations. This strong ideological 

base may lead to infer the complete and permanent amaloama

tion of socialist multi-national system. But the uneven 

conditions of nations compelled them to remain separate 

entities. And thie also creates natural differences among 

themt (60) which could not be overcome instead of stron9 

integrating ideology. 

These differences among socialiet nations made them 

cautious to safeguard their national interest by observing 

strictly the general legal norms of international relatione. 

Had there been no national interest apart fr~ the interests 

of international socialism, there would have not b6en any need 

of national sovereignty. Basically, nations are gui~ed by 

national interest in their affairs and ideology plays a 

secondary role. The cOIIIDUDiats claim that they observe and 

base their international relations "on the absolute independence 

and sovereignty.•(61) It is generally claimed that the 

socialist states base their relat1at!ehip •on the immutable 

observance of the fUll s~ereigntY of each state."(62) It ie 

60. Lenin, Collected Wor~1, Vol. 31, P• 92. 
61. I.M. Lemin, Colonalaliem Today (New Delhi, 1957), p. 48. 
62. b:.T. Usenko, "The Basic Iwten.ational Legal Principles of 

the collaboration of socialist states~ S~1et State ~ 
i.a:X (sovetaltoe-Gosudarstuo i pravo) No. 3 1961), pp.16-29, 
Also Quoted by B.A. R""mundo, Peace~Ul Coexistence (Johns 
Hopkins, 1967), p. 103. 
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not only the natic.'"lal interest but the successfUl construction 

of aocialism requires international relatione among eommuniste 

•on a basis of close mutual relations and cooperation oo the 

principle of fUll equality and respect for the integrity, state 

independence, and sovereignty •.•• and also of non-interference ••• 

•••• "(63) in the internal affairs of other. 

II: 

Though these democratic principles of international 

relations enjoy effective aPPlication in the communist camp, 

should not contravene with the principles of international 

socialism. Legal observance of these principles without con

sidering the real interests of socialism, does not give the. 

reality of the new type of international relatiollll. Declara

tion of the Twelve Communists Parties in Power (excluding 

YUgoslavia) Moscow, 1957, made it clear• 

-rhe socialist countries base their relations on 

princ~les of complete equality, respect for territorial inteo

r&ty, state independence and sovereignty and non-interference 

in one another's affaire. These are vital principles. However, 

that do not exhaust the essence of rel§tiono betwetn them, 

63. V.A. Fomina, Keatnik Moskovskavo Univerz1teta, Nov.4,1958, 
Quoted by HUgh Seton-waeton, Nat&onalism and Communism 
(Essays), (LOndon, 1964}, p. 213. 
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Fraternal mutual aid is part and parcel of these relations. 

This aid is a striking expression of socialist international

ism.•(64) (emphasis supplied). 

Ideological fraternity and the strict observance 

of the principles of international socialism constitute the 

essence of the intern~tional relations. The strict legal 

connotation of the principles may be discarded. 

Since the communist theory considers the economic 

independence and other material conditions as essentials for 

a state to enjoy the sovereign rights. the mutual assistance 

and mutually advantageous actions are remarkable featurea of 

the socialist international relations. Unlike the capitalist 

practice. the prosperous socialist nation's •help the relatively 

weaker states to intensify their economic development. uphold 

national independence and rebuff attempts at intervention from 

without.•(65) This crucial help •contributes to the consolida

tiag of their independence. creating the possibility of avoid

ing dependence on imper1aliam.•(66) Such tendency provides a 

real ground for the enjoyment of sovereign rights by all social 

1st nations even 1n face of sheer power competition in ir!ter-

national politics. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

Dan N. Jacobs, n. 44,p. 21. 
V.M. Shurshalov, •International Law in Relations among 
socialist countries.• Contemporarf International Law, 
ed. by G.I. Tunkin. (Moscow. 1969 , p. 65. 
Le Duan, Fo,arf'i_ !Jndef t~e GJ.pr&ous Banner of tM Optober 
Revolution, 3rd. ed. , Hanoi, 1969), p. 19. 
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The foreign policy of socialist states designed to 

achieve common objectives and sincere sUbstantial assistance 

to the under-developed countries of the camp is essential 

characteristic of socialist international relationa. " •••• the 

socialist states i~rove their all-round economic, political 

and cultural cooperation, which meets both the interests of each 

socialist country and those of the socialist camp as a whole: (67) 

This fraternal friendship and mutual assistance of peoples in 

the socialist systen have "superseded the political isolation 

and national egoism typical of capitalism."(68) The eoeialist 

international relations represent the uniqUeness unprecedented 

to history. 

III 

The uniqueness in the international relations among 

socialist states is basad on the grounds that they are not 

guided only by national interest which has been the apple of 

dicord and hostility among nations. Their interests being iden

tical create strong integration among them. Their COlrlDOl'l subor

dinatioo to the principles of socialism provides new interna

tional system. V.I. Lenin remarked, "The bourgeoisie alwaye 

places its national demands in the 1bref.ront and does so 1n 

67. 
rr · 
D~elaration of Representatives of the ~ighty-one C~munist 
Parties (1960~''oan N. Jacoba, n. 44, p. 21. 
Lenin, Col,ecte~ Worka, Vol. 22, P• 339. 68. 
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~atevorical fashion. With the proletariat, however, these 
/ : 

1 deiands are sUbordinateli to the interest of class struggle." (69) 

The various demands of democracy including self-determination 
I 

of kations, are not absolute. Every stete action in national 
I 

j 
or!Jinternational t1Phere must be appraised in the light o£ 

pj~nciples of socialiam. 
I 
I l There is a collective will that governs relationships 
i . 

;within the bloc and between the bloc and the capitalist world. 

/This collective will is for the most part, determined, at 

multilateral meetings of party leaders where bloc foreign 

policy objectives and goals are formulated. To a great extent, 

because of the communist party's control over these statea, 

their relations are primarily inter-party relati.ons, governed 

not only by general international law but by fundamental 

Marxist-Leninist principles of proletarian internationalism. 

The.t·efore, the doctrine of national soverel gnty •is an 

integrating force" among the socialist states and is to be 

exercised for the higher interests "of the socialist common

wealth of nat1ons.•(70) The exerciseof sovereign rights must 

be cC'liJI)atible with the pxinciples of proletarian international

ism which provide the concrete rights and obligations !or the 

socialist states. 

69. 

70. 

Lenin, ~estion of National PolicY and Proletarian 
Internationalism, (Moscow, 1961), p. 60. 
B.A. Ramundo, n. 62, P• 88. 
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1 LIMrr&D sowRI:. IGNTY 1 

I 

Too much emphasis on national sovereignty and drift 

towards traditional nationalism in the preceeding two decades 

and half proved an undoing to the cause of international 

communism. Growing nationalism manifested 1n the claaaical 

concept of sovereignty became the ~Jor hurdle in the way. 

The old ideological incentives were pgesed into oblivion. 

These unwholesome developments in the communist world urQ8d 

a new interpretation. of sovereignty vital1sing it& ideological 

foundations corresponding to the cherished ideals of commun

ism. The purely legal character of sovereignty satisfying 

the conf~rmist attitUde insisted on its inviolability even 

in the crucial problema of international coiiiDunist movement. 

The anti-camoW'list propaganda found a suitable ground to 

launch an onslaught on the communist solidarity by highlight

ing the sacrednesa of sovereign rights of a socialist state. 

The communists realised thia perilous situation and sought to 

substitute the content of the doctrine by the urgent ideolo

gical considerations so that the wild national sovereignty 

could be tamed and harnesaed into the chariot of international 

communism. 

It was bourgeois naticnalistic tendencies which cauaec 

the disintegration of the communist solidarity substituting it 

almost by the capitalist norms of international relations. So 
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pruning of the outgrown nationalism waa urgently required 

and the best scissors for the purpose available at the t~e 

· were the principles of proletarian internationalism. These 

principles of international socialism were not merely aasertad 

as the guiding principles but their violation was regarded 

impe~issible. The Statement of the Meeting ~f Representa

tives of Communist and Workera• Parties, held 1n Moscow, 

November 1960, saich •It is inviolable law of the mutual 

relations betw .. n socialist countries strictly to adhere to 

the principles of Marxiam-Leninism·and socialist inter

natioualisa."(1) National seclusion detrimental to the 

furtherance of communism. Therefore •exclusiveneea and 

nationalism are alien to the dec:moratic sovereignty of the 

socialist countries.•(2) The enjoyment of sovereign powers must 

be in confo~ity with the recognised principles of inter

national socialism. 

8u the question arisea that how these ideological 

principles could be so concrete and diacercible as to be appraiae 
,~. 

without being manipulated? Despite thia, problema of sovereignty 

involving the questions of international law are dlf~tcult to 

be decided accurately by purely aocio-pelitical norms of pro- . 

letarian internationalism. But the comMUnists regard theae 

1. 

2. 

The New Colmrupi~t Manifeam §l!d Rp).ated ~ceeut a, ed. 
Dan N. Jacobs, New York, 1961), p. 21. 
V.M. Shurahalov, •International Law 1n Relations Among 
Socialist Countriea-•Lgontemporary ~ternational Law, 
ed. G. I. Tunkin, ()bscow, 1969), p. 2. 
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principles no leas accurate than legal ones. .. 
••• the 

princi~s of socialist internationalism are not only the 

political but ~lao the legal ba81& of international relations 

in the socialist camp ... (J) Thus though to some extent being an 

inaccurate yardstick to measure exactly the correctness of 

soverei;n privileges in legal frame11110rk, lilt-~ became the 

fulcrum of the world communist system. The reason was that 

the first and foremost task was to preserve the socialist 

gains and to achieve world tevolution. 

11 

All the conrnunist countries had a common enemy, i.e., 

capitalist imperialism. So it was not only desirable but 

necessary to repulse the capitalist onslought on the socialist 

system by consolidating adequate force. To secure the success, 

joint efforts were to be made by all the communist nations. 

The capitalist support and denial of sovereignty both were 

vi•ualised by communists as devices to weaken the communist 

solidarity ultimately destroying the socialist system. lD 

this situation neutrality or hostility to the integration of 

communist camp would surely jeopardise the interests not only 

" 3. E.T. Usenko, The Basic International Legal Principles of 
the Collaboration of soc1al1at States~ Soviet S~ate and 
Lay, No. 3, March 1961, p. 17. 
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of the individual country but of the socialist world as a 

whole# for such tendency would weaken the strength of the 

socialist camp in compariaion with the ca~italist bloc united 

closely by their clasa interest. IC would be a folly to stick 

to the orthOdox doctrine of national sovereignty undermining 

the interests of the working claas of which all the communist 

parties in power were the vanguard. 

Secluded stand of a communist country, asserting 

its sovereignty would be an absurdity, for it could not defend 

it in face of formidable obstructions. Firstly, because it 

was a country establishing socialist order hostile to still 

powerful capitalist system. Secondly, it lacked adequate 

force to defend its sovereignty in case of a powerful capita

list-imperialist onslaught. Thirdly, adherence to the Marxist-
/ 

Leninist principles imposed an obligation qpon each communist 

state to safeguard the inter~sts of the working class of the 

world. This leads to collective security of all the communist 

countries. L.l. Brezhnev, in his historic speech at Fifth 

Polisn communist Party Congress, on November, 1968 saida 

MAnd when external and internal forces hostile to 

socialism try to turn the development of a given soc1o11st country 

in the direction of reatoraticn of the capitalist system, when 

a threat arises to the cause of socialism in that country - a 
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threat to the security of the socialist commonwealth aa a 

whole - this is no longer merely a problem of that country's 

people, but a common problem, the concern of all socialist 

countries."(4) 

This speech is a justification of the policY of 

collective security. But it gives a new content to it. It ia 

not merely the na~nal interest that unites the communist 

nations but the interests of the working class of the world 

are the rea.l. incentives. Despite ideological duty to be in a 

monolitb
1
a bare necessity falls ~on them to defend their very 

existenbe. Dr Meynar, member of the Presidium and secretary 

of the central committee of the communist party of Czechoslova

kia, said on September 15, 1968& 

•Neutrality for our country is a political hazard 

and is against the interest of our ndtions in the preaent-day 

divided world. This is not a world of atomic weapons, it is 

world of conflicts between great powers."(S) 

This is not only a fear of eheer power that ift1)els 

to be united but all the communist parties in power h·,ve an 

obligation to defend the interests of the working clasa of the 

4. Current Digest of The Soviet £rest, Vol. XX, No. 46, 
December 4, 1968, p. 4. 

s. ,. In Defence of the Mdlitary Intervention of the w~raaw Pact 
States in Czechoslovakia/' Communist Party PUblication, 
(New Delhi, 1968), No. 1 6, p.41. 
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world, since the interests of the proletariat of one country 

are interlinked with that of others. Instead of being a 

counter force to the capitalist-imperialist offensive, the 

policy of collective security is inherent in communist 

ideology. Hence, it would be unsound to characterise the 

communist concept of sovereignty without observing this 

essential obligation which deprives ita absolutism in inter-, 

national relations. 

III 

The impact of "claae outlook" en the concept of state 

sovereignty- in both its aspects, internal as well as external, 

ia great; for this is the most important communist perapective 

to view the legal and political norms. Dr Gustav Husak, Fir~.t 

secretary of the Communist Party of Czecboalovakia said in 

Moscow in 1969, • •••• the claae content of the sovereignty of 

a socialist state ia linked unbreakably with its internatiLnal

ist responsibility to the community of socialist countries and 

the world communist and revolutionary movement.•(&) Even 

Mao Tse-tung once conceded, .. No doubt, independence within 

the united front can only be relative and not absolute, to 

regard it as absolute would undermine the general policy of 

6. 
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of unity against the enemy."(1) rhus ln this new phase of 

international communist movement the national sovereignty of 

communist nations lost its arbitrariness. ~~y national 

decision •must damage neither socialism in their own country 

nor the fundamental interests of the other socialist countries 

nor the world-wide workers• movement which is waging a struggle 

for socialism.• (8) The sacred principles of socialism are 

the most important obligation upon sovereignty. The communist 

concept of sovereignty is strictly to be abide by these 

principles. 

Obviously state sovereignty becomes limited. Conclud

ing our discussion on •limited sovereignty• we sh~d not forget 

that atate sovereignty is restricted not by force of a super 

power but by the principles of international socialism Which 

occUpy a pivotal position in the world socialist system. In 

communist perspective state sovereignty is not limited. Prin

ciples of socialism £~ from being a limitation upon sovereignty, 

are the real matrices of sovereign rights. If these principles 

are violated, the preservation of national sovereignty is 

impossible. Only these principles make super powers within 

7. Lelected Wprka of Mao T&f-TUQgl Vol. 2 (Bombay, 1954) 
P• 250. . 

8. S. KOvalev,~Sovereignty and the IDternat1onal1at Obligations 
of Socialist countries/ Year~gok on International Commynt•t 
Affairs, ,2§2 (Hoover Institution Presa, caltfornia,1970 
P• 1061. 
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the bloc defend the sovereignty of weaker nations by provid

ing necessary and t~ly help, instead of offending it. Devo: 

of ideological understanding, traditionalism fails to notice 

it in proper perspective and regards it as 'l~ited sovereigJ 

The sovereign rights of weaker nations, strident in theory, ~ 

violated bit:terly in the capitalist bloc when sheer power 

becomes the real criterion of sovereignty in actual practice, 

Thua connuniat concept of sovereignty is limited in theory 

while the traditional concept is limited in practice. Theo

ratically analysed, the communist doctrine is surely a 

concopt of limited sovereignty. 

SUPRANATIONAL SOVERElGNTY 

Since we accept the ltmited character of the commu

nist national sovereignty, it gives rise to a new thesis that 

it establishes a concept of supranational sovereignty. The 

so-called Brezhnev Doctrine of •lfmited sovereignty• is the 

subordination of traditional national interests to suprana

tional in~erests of world socialist system. Sovereignty 

becomes an integrating force and the socialist states are 

obliged to exercise their sovereign rights in the common, 

higher interest of the socialist commonwealth of nations.(9) 

9. 
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Thus the original principle of naticnal sovereignty, then 

which r~flected the tn~ereste of an individual nation, under 

this i~aet bas turned into a new c:c.neept of supranational, 

socialist sovereignty. It represents the higher interests o.f 

the system of socialist states ae a whole., 

l 

ln international relations the communist nations• 

behaviout: is not nationalistic. They are expected to act ae 

a group 1n international polities. The ideological fulcrum of 

foreign policy of a aocialist atate guides it to have ~lose 

ties with fraternal countries and carry out collect.ively the 

principles of international socialiam. XD the international 

arena the unity of socialist countriee is an effective guarantee 

of the allround protection of their sovereign rights. 'l'he 

socialist countries resolutely reject the nationalistic 

interpretation of tbe slogan of sovereignty. (10) A non-claaa 

and formalistic approach to sovereignty fSJ forbidden .. Adherence 

to the principles of international eocialism is an essential 

character of the foreign and domestic policy of a socialist 

state. Violation of these principles is impermissible. 

10. Soyiet Yearbogk of International LBK, 1958, (Moscow,19S9), 
P• 57. 
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Exercise of sovereign rights must be 1n conformity with them1 

for they represent a common interest of the socialist world 

which is identical with the aims of communist states. Conse

quently, the source of sovereignty is not purely the national 

will of the state but the principles of international social

ism. Such subordination to these principles is the real bsais 

and life-blood of national sovereignty. There is no sovereignty 

except in pursuance of these principles. 
L 

Every socialist state baa an international responsi-

bility to safeguard the interests of world proletariat and the 

gains of socialiem. 

"World socialism as a social system is the common 

achievement of the wol'Jc.ing peq>le of all countries, it ia 

indivisible, and its defence is the common cause of all commu

nists ••••• first and foremost of the working people of the 

socialist countries."(ll) 

All the socialist states are collectively required 

to safeguard the sovereign rights of a socialist state in a 

crisis. G.I. Tunktn, a famous Soviet jurist, defends the 

action of allied socialist nations in Czechoslovakia in August, 

1968. Since every socialist state is an inteoxoal part of the 

world sociali~t syotem, its national sovereignty needs an 

11. s. Kovalev. n. e. P• 1062. 
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' effective protection from capitalist-imperialist encroach-

ment. 

.. •••.• the socialist principle of respect of 

sovereignty obliges socialist states not only to respect the 

sovereignty of other socialist states, but also to defend 

socialist sovereignty in aeco~ance with the demands of 

proletarian 1nternational1sm."(l2) 

Hance, a corporate action on the part of socialist 

nations to safeguard the socialist system in a given country 

is justified even if goes.against the national will of that 

count~y. When there ia a danger to the socialist gains 1n the 

country, national decision becomes immaterial, Pravda article 

on September 26, 1968, highlights the responsibility of the 

socialist countries is case of such criaisa 

-rhe communists of the fraternal countries naturally 

could not allow the socialist states to remain idte in the 

name of abstract sovereignty while the country was endangered 

by antt-socialiat degeneration.u(13) 

Such cede of international conduct creates an inter

national authority more or less independent of national 

sovereignty of nations. 

12. G.X.Tunkin, nv.1. Lenin i printsipy otnosbenii meZhdu 
sotaialisticheskimi gosudaratvami," Soviet Yearbook of 
International Law, 1969, (Moscow, 197o) p.27. Quoted by 
W.E.Butler, usocialist International Law" of "Socialiat 
Principles of International Relations"? bm@rican JournAl 
2~ International Law, Vol. 65, P• 797. 

13. s. ROvalev, n. 8, p. 1062. 
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II 

The thesis of supranational sovereignty has strong 

ideological foundations. To make it realistic we should find 

out the concrete circumstances eo that it could be puraued 

legitimately without political manipul~tions. It was auggested 

that to impllment the principles of international communism, 

the allied communist nations taking an action as in Gzechoslo

vakia case, must have accurate knowledge of the problem. Article 

6 of the General Rules of the International Working Men •s 

Association (First International) readsa 

"•••••• the working men in one country be constantly 

informed of the movements of their class in ('IVery other country 1 

that an inquiry into the social state of the different countriea 

of Europ~ be made simultaneously, and under a common direction, 

that the questions of general interest mooted in one society be 

ventilated by all, and that when immediate practical steps 

should be needed-ae, for instance in case of international 

quarrels- the action of the associated societies be simultaneous 

and uniform."(14) 

This common knowledge and common concern ruled out 

the possibility of any insincere interference 1n the internal 

affairs of a state. When all the communist countries are fully 

14. Gunther Nolle~, International CommuniE! and World Reyolution. 
(London, 1961), Appendix II, P• 329. 
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aware of the situation prevailing in any of the fraternal 

countries, a joint action could never go against the sovereign 

righta of a communist nation. According to cQIIIInunists, the 

military intervention in Czechoslovakia was in confo~ity 

with the dictates of higher ideals of coarnunism. The Warsaw 

Pact member-countrios bad an adequate knowledge of the 

crisis and were compelled to do so by the highe•t inter

nationalist duty-to safeguard the sovereign rights of 

Czechoslovalda. 

Such a cor,porate action on the part of the communist 

nation• is in pursuance of the principles of international 

socialism. These principles are treated as legal ones. 

There ia no ambiguity about these principles. ln the 

international relations among communist nations- •1aws and 

the norms of law are subordinated to the laws of the claaa 

struggle and lava of social development. These lava are 

clearly formulated in the documents jointly adopted by the 

eommunist and Workers• Partiea.•(15) Such mutual under

standing and ideological ties legitimise the supranational 

sovereignty. The principles of international socialism 

become the guiding linea for the exercise of such sovereignty. 

15. s. Kovalev, n. a, p.1063. 
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II% 

Minute scrutiny of the practical l~lications posea 
. ze 

many important questions. Is not-the sovereign right of a 

socialist state to come to its own assessment of the internal 

situation 1ft its own country? UndoUbtedly, such right is widely 

recognised by the eomtDWlist concept of sovereignty, for its 

negation would not only violate national sovereignty but also 

hamper the socialist development. In this connexion it should 

not be forgotten that it is not an absolute right to enjoy 

national independence independent of the interests of inter

national socialism. Abandonment of international ideals of 

communist movement would amount to the abandcnment of national 

sovereignty. lf a socialist state discards these principlea 

of socialism, in order to correct it the communist solidarity 

i~ obliged to check it from going on a cataatropbic deviation, 

where it would nei~her have socialist system nor national 

sovereignty. 

Here another question is raised ~ who is to ~eclde 

the principles of international socialism and suitability of an 

actioni The answer is givena. "•••• the principle is sUbject to 

coltective assessments, decisions and Obligations in respect of 

the responsibility of each country towards common military 
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defence frcm the danger of imperialist aggression: (16) The 

arguaent is subjected to serious criticism. Firstly, there 1s 

no central organisation of ~be internatir_nal communist movement 

which could decide the caae impartially applying the sacred 

principles of communism. Even if there is such an international 

organization, it might not be capable of enforcing these 

principles. Secondly, the schism in the international communiat 

movement has almost shattered the communist solidarity. Lack 

of cohesion in the present world socialist system is a fatal 

drawback in the genuine iq')lementat ion of the principles of 

international socialism. The absence of a comp•tent international 

organization and the disintegration of the communist monolith 

witneaaed by the post-war period, have made the thesis of 

supranational sovereignty qUite \~ractical. These unfortunate 

features of the present intern.ltional communist system have 

dashed the genuine hopes of the protagonists of international 

communism. 

The present world socialist eystem~~nstead of being 

monopolar, is displaying polycentric tendencies. The irrecon

cilable differences between U.s.s.R. and China have marred the 

solidarity among communist nations. These two major powera 

C( 

16. In Defence of the Military Intervention of the Waraaw Pact 
states in Czechoslovakia: n. 5, P• 47. 
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within the con:IIDWlist bloc have not only ideological difference•. 

but their rivalry is based on national interest and the 

leadership of the bloe. All these factors refute the sanctity 

of the international communist movement. In this eituatioo 

legitimisat1on of aet1ans like military intervention 1n Czecho-

slovakia under the cloak of sacred principles of international 

socialism would surely mean the negation of sovereign rights 

of smaller communist nations. When we do not have the adequate 

international atmosphere to realise genuinely these principlea, 

how can we use them? And if they are imposed upon weak end 

emall nations, it would surely mean the employment of nntional 

power and fulfilment· of unbound imperialist ambitions of a 

powerful n3tlon at the cost of abolition of national sovereignty 

of the \l:eak.er nations within tbe bloc. 

Thus the sUpranational sovereignty - at · special 

characteristic of the communist concept is not feasible unless 

the world socialist system as completely compatible with the 

basic ideals of communism. And, the enforcement of the so-

called limited sovereignty logically ensu~d from the supranational 

nature of socialist sovereignty, would surely lead •tn the long 

run to the negation of both socialism ana sovere1gnty,•(17) of 

which the communist world is still an uncompromising champion. 

17. Dr Dura Nlncie,'Th.e Political and Ideological Substance 
and Legal i'orma of the Theories of Limited Sovereignty,'/ 
Inte;nat1goal Problem& (Belgrade), Vol. (1970), p.19. 
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The most remarkable feature of the communist concept 

of sovereignty is its strong affiliations to the socio

political system. The trdd1tional formalistic ~preach 

either fails to understand or misunderstands its real 

content. !rlhile analysing problem, the concept ultimately 

questions the legitimacy of sovereignty. The location of 

sovereignty and exercise of sovereign powera necessarily 

involve the qualitative features of the doctrine. Unlike 

the traditional concept of aoveregnty it does not only 

deal with the question of order in society and succeasul 

observance of the supremacy of state. J:t stands for some 

ideals and seeks to achieve thar.. 

The communists ~preach the problem of sovereignty 

from the perspective of the social structure. The concept 

of aovereignty takes its ~ts deep in the social conditions 

and ideological goals. On the other hand the traditional 

notion of sovereignty is the beatification of natural order 

and order is also the main criterion to impose l~itationa 

upon national sovereignty at international level. But the 

communist doctrine has strong bearings of clasa-etruogle 

and national self-dete~ination. In the realisation of 

'dictatorship of proletariat• and secession from an exploiter 

state, the qucst~n of peace and order may be ignored. 

CommUnist theory does not regard sovereignty as an end by 

itself. It is a means to achieve higher objectives of 

society and international community of nations. 
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The notion of •peoplea• sovereignty• is a compli

cated one. The modern states have m~de it a celebrated 

principle by enshrining it in the constitutions or in public 

declarations. The communists regard that in a capitalist 

state the sovereignty l~ enjoyed by bourgeoie class c~rising 

insignificant minoritY. The vast majority in society 18 

deprived of rights. 

The communists claim that after the overthrow of 

capitalist regime and establishment of the dictatorship of 

the proletariat, the sovereignty of the people is tealised. 

we can not toke it for granted. Every revolution in history 

wae launched by the common people. So the ruling clique 

always resorts to this iftJ)regnable force. t\t the time of 

revolt against feudals, the bourgeoisie also raised the 

slogan of the sovereignty of the people. People supported 

them and made the revolution successful. But unfortunate 

thing always happened. The ruling class after assuming power 

deployed the whole state machinery to exploit o.?'lol suppress 1b e 

people. Therefore, the communist revolution of which, at 

the moment, proletariat class is the sole actor, may be 

deprived of of the rights proclaimed by their leaders. Re

peatedly established practice of history serves to show that 

communist revolution may not be an exception to this histori

cal fact. But unlike all the former revolutions, this revolu

tion strongly strives to ch~nge the whole socio-economic 
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structure of society. This characteristic gives a solid 

ground to envisage that this time the historical change will 

not fall prey in the hands of few dominating the m3jority. 

The social essence of the sovereignty of a state 1s 

deter'Tlined by its socio-economic structure. The sovereignty 

of states with differing eocio-economic cyDtems has a different 

social basis. In this context, we must bear in mind that state 

is not the .. onl.y. source1tyranny. The socio-economic inequality 

gives rise to exploitation of man by man. ~he situation 

rules out the possibility of equal enjoyment of rights and (,; 

have due share in the soveregn power. Therefore, the communist 

concept of sovereignty emphasises the restructuring of socio

economic conditions, to realise the actual sovereignty of 

the peC>r'le. 

Since the communist party in a socialist state 

claims to be the vanguard of the people and is entitled to 

suppress any movement seeking to overthrow the communist regl. me, 

the notion of people•s sovereignty seems to be ignored. In 

spite of a very sound socio-economic system, the final verdict 

remains in the hands of the ruling elites. In a capitalist 

atate the bourgeoisie do not want to be in power for power's 

sake. Their main objective is to preserve the capitalist 

system which dicarde the interests of the masses. In a socia-

list state, the leaders of the communist party want also 

power for the preservation of the socialist system conducive 
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to the interests of the working class. The struggle for power 

is not very detrimental to the cause of the proletariatt for 

all the leaders represent the same ideology. The struggle for 

power may hamper the expression of the people's sovereigntyso 

the people may be happy but may not be sovereign. 

The 'withering away• of the socialist state is ita 

very much controverted feature. The lessening hopes for 

world revolution and nationalistic trend in communist world 

have delayed the process of withering away of the state. The 

present socialist state justifies the absolute sovereignty 

within and without the state except some ideological limi

tations within the bloc. 

The sovereignty in a socialist state is also a 

sovereignty of a class i.e •• the working class. In a capita

list state. the bourgeoisie do not claim exclusive sovereignty 

over the proletariat class. The 'dictatorship of proletariat' 

explicitly declare the exclusive preserve of sovereignty. 

The capitalist class is deprived of all rights. Therefore 

communist sovereignty is a class sovereignty. This very idea 

creates an international plane for socialist system. The 

dictatorships of proletariat in all countries ha~e identical 

interests. They all have common enemy i.e •• capitalist i~erial

ism and seek to achieve common victory i.e., world revolution. 

Thus sovereignty becomes an integrating force. An inter

national class-alliance is forged and unshakable relatione 
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dmong communist nations are established. Sovereignty becomes 

a weapon in the class-struggle Jnd fight for n~tional self

determination. 

The new type of international r~lations among 

communist nations have aubstantially changed the nature of 

national sovereignty. It is assumed that there is no national 

independence within the cpditalist bloc. The exploitation and 

sup;.ression prevailing within their domestic as well as inter

national system h«ge made the sovereign rights of weaker 

nations. meaningless. On the ether hand, in the socialist 

bloc. 'there is no question of opp.resaiont fer all t~e coruwunist 

nations represent identical interests. So instead of beinga 

fear of encrc~chruent upon sovereignty within the bloc. their 

fraternal relations mutually enrich sovereign rights. 

Since there.is no conflict of sovereign righta among 

cdmmunist nations, the national sovereignty within the bloc 

becorues meaningless. If there is any need of national save~ ign

ty, it must be granted in its full sense. No external power 

must be allowed to interfere with the affairs of another state: 

Seemingly sincere ideological fraternity to deCend socialist 

sovereignty in accordance with the demands of proletarian 

internationalism, opens a floodgate of imperialism. Thus beat 

type of international relations may become unprecedentedly 

worst. 

The ·communist concept of sove~ ignty is more political 

than legal. It has strong .ideological foundations. It ia, in fact 
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interpretated in terms of ideology, not of law. For a student 

of law communist attitude towards national self-determination 

and intervention in the internal affairs of another nation 

seema quite contradictory. The charrpions of national self

determination denied it fox· HUngary in 1956, Czechoslovakia 

in 1969. Both the cases were treated as capitalist onslaught 

on socialist system ~nd the revival of capitalist reg~e. 

Since the ideology plays a decisive role and the interests 

of socialist system are at stake, the international legal 

no~• may be ignored. This is very dangerous situation 

in the sense that the communist parties are only to decide 

the question whethor the socialist system was in perilous 

situation. There, they might be suppressing the popular 

movement and supporting the established system. Thus they 

have not only monopolised power but also ideology. Any 

difference with them is to bo regarded as capitalist

imperialism and anti-communism. 

Tb provide help and support in crisis is not a viola

tion of sovereignty. The most remarkable inherent feature of 

communist ideology is to safeguard the interests of working 

class of the world. But when this help is conditioned and 

affects adversely th~ n~tional independence, it goes against 

the national aover·eignty of a given nation. Another situation 

is when some strategically trained clique loyal to a pOwerful 

socialist state comes in power, then their lopalty to the 
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helping state and no base in the maasea would lead certainly 

to the negation of legitimate sovereignty and self-dete~ina

tion of the nation. 

High hopes for world revolution are dashed with the 

rift among communist nations. The cause of this unfortunate 

development ia generally displayed in the fonm of ideological 

differences but the power politics and national interests are 

behind the acreen. This situation has also contributed to the 

national independence of smaller communist nations. They have 

now realised that to achieve the goal of international cQI'llnun

ism is a prolonged process. The small communist nations are 

convinced that unnecessary surrendering to the veteran nations 

is of no use. It is better for them that they should have 

preeautionary.measures in defending their sovereignty and nat

ional specialities while going with fraternal socialist nations 

to fight ag3inst the common enemy i.e., capitalist ~perialism 

and achieve their cherished goal of international communism. 

In the e~rly phase of international communist move

ment, the communists were uncompromising internationalists 

which was not essentially required at that ttme. The contem

porary capitaliam Which have now become an international 

phenomenon urgently needs a strong international communist 

movement to fight against it. But the modern communiam is 

tending towards traditional nationalism. This serves to show 

that the communists GOUld not escape from tho historical forces 
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which are leading them contrary to their destination. 

The situation cotroborates the aasUJnption of the 

'traditional features by the communist concept of sovereigbty. 

Sovereignty is reduced to the beatification of ordar. This 

is an abortion of a great ideal which inauspiciously falls 

prey of the same tendencies which were to be removed for ever 

Now the communist nations entrain both the confronting ideo

logies i.e. bourgeois nationalism and communism. This fea

ture provides more tools for defending as well as for the 

violation of national sovereignty of other nations. But this 

tendency is a brutal blow to the sanctity of communist ideals 

that could have realised national sovereignty in it~ real sena 

The concept of 'limited sovereignty• has widely been 

controverted. L.I. Brezhnev•s speech at Fifth Polish Congress 

on November 22, 1968, was denominated by some western journal

ists as the'Brezhnev doctrine of lUnited sovereignty.• There 

is nothing new and amazing about the speech of Soviet Premier. 

Since the communist ideology basically begins with internationa 

responsibilities of the working class of the world discarding 

all national barriers and already ~sea obligations upon the 

sovereignty of nations, all stridency about l~ited sovereignty 

at this stage is meaninglees. 

In the light of ideology what is limited is not the 

communist concept of sovereignty but the traditional nation of 

sovereignty which paves the way for economic e~loitation of 

weaker nations and imperialism. The internationalist duties 
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of socialist countries are not temporary needs but the 

basic foundations of the communist concept. Theae are 

duties and responsibilities, not the ltmitationa. The 

unbridled traditional concept of sovereignty now regarded 

as irresponsible Leyiothap, ~~eplute.~dll• was necesaitated 

by modern development to concede some l~itations. On the 

other hand, the communist concept of sovereignty has 

sufficient inherent checks. It is unfair to call 

principles of international socialism as checks' for they 

are its basic foundations. Such correctives far from 

being imposed restricti~ns and negative measures, are 

complementary and enriching the sovereign rights of 

communist nations. 

Loyalty to principles of international socialism is 

an essential characteristic of the world socialist system. 

Interests of the international socialism dominate the nationa 

interests. The class alliance manifested in the proletarian 

int,rnationalism is the real representative of the interests 

of world proletariat. Consequently the sovereignty is vest~ 

in the socialist international community. Hence the communi• 

concept of sovereignty assumes supranational character. Un

fortunately in the exercise of this international sovereignt~ 

the tmmense power ia virtually enjoyed by the most powerful 

nation. The small and weak nations may have nominal or no 

say in an international decision. The loyalty to internal

ism may become loyalty to superpowers. 
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It is very difficult to fo~ulate a satisfactory 

definition of the communist concept of sovereignty. It is 

subjected to various inter,pretations more or leea contredic

tc•ry to each other. It oscillates between law and ideology. 

Deeper analysis of socio-economic structure of state gives 

the real essence of sovereignty. The traditional theory 

generally overlooks the crucial aspect of state sovereignty 

and satisfies itself only by fo~al requisites. The 

c:ommunist concept of sovereignty also over-emphasises the 

communist ideals and fails to notice the national forces 

thwarting international solidarity even within the world 

socialist system. But its striving to seek the real 

content of sovereignty and aspirations for intern1tional 

solidarity to achieve higher objectives, deserve apprecia

tion. 
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